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ABSTRACT

We introduce the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG), a tool developed for machine vision that we propose as a new metric for
the systematic characterization of spectral line observations of atomic and molecular gas and the study of molecular cloud formation
models. In essence, the HOG technique takes as input extended spectral-line observations from two tracers and provides an estimate
of their spatial correlation across velocity channels.
We characterize HOG using synthetic observations of Hi and 13CO (J = 1! 0) emission from numerical simulations of magnetohy-
drodynamic (MHD) turbulence leading to the formation of molecular gas after the collision of two atomic clouds. We find a significant
spatial correlation between the two tracers in velocity channels where vHI ⇡ v13CO, almost independent of the orientation of the collision
with respect to the line of sight.
Subsequently, we use HOG to investigate the spatial correlation of the Hi, from The Hi/OH/Recombination line survey of the inner
Milky Way (THOR), and the 13CO (J = 1! 0) emission from the Galactic Ring Survey (GRS), toward the portion of the Galactic
plane 33.�75 l 35.�25 and |b| 1.�25. We find a significant spatial correlation between the two tracers in extended portions of the
studied region. Although some of the regions with high spatial correlation are associated with Hi self-absorption (HISA) features,
suggesting that it is produced by the cold atomic gas, the correlation is not exclusive to this kind of region.
The HOG results derived for the observational data indicate significant di↵erences between individual regions: some show spatial
correlation in channels around vHI ⇡ v13CO while others present spatial correlations in velocity channels separated by a few kilometers
per second. We associate these velocity o↵sets to the e↵ect of feedback and to the presence of physical conditions that are not included
in the atomic-cloud-collision simulations, such as more general magnetic field configurations, shear, and global gas infall.
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1. Introduction1

Molecular clouds (MCs) are the main reservoir of cold gas from2
which stars are formed in the Milky Way and similar spiral3
galaxies (see for example, Bergin & Tafalla 2007; Dobbs et al.4
2014; Molinari et al. 2014). Hence the study of the formation,5
evolution, and destruction of MCs is crucial for any understand-6
ing of the star formation process.7

Much of the interstellar medium (ISM) in disk galaxies is8
in the form of neutral atomic hydrogen (Hi), which is the ma-9
trix within which many MCs reside (Ferrière 2001; Dickey et al.10
2003; Kalberla & Kerp 2009). Much of the Hi is observed to be11
either warm neutral medium (WNM) with T ⇡ 104 K or cold neu-12
tral medium (CNM) with T ⇡ 102 K (Kulkarni & Heiles 1987;13
Dickey & Lockman 1990; Heiles & Troland 2003). The transi-14
tion between the Hi and the molecular gas is primarily driven by15
changes in the density and extinction (Reach et al. 1994; Draine16
& Bertoldi 1996; Glover & Mac Low 2011). Consequently, the17
first step for MC formation is the gathering of su�cient gas in18
one place to raise the column density above the value needed19
to provide e↵ective shielding against the photodissociation pro-20
duced by the interstellar radiation field (Krumholz et al. 2008,21
2009; Sternberg et al. 2014). There are multiple processes that22
intervene in the accumulation of the parcels of gas out of the23
di↵use ISM to make dense MCs (for reviews see Hennebelle24
& Falgarone 2012; Klessen & Glover 2016, and references25
therein). However, despite the increasing number of models and26
observations, it is still unclear what are the dominant processes27
that lead to MC formation and what are the observational signa-28
tures with which to identify them.29

Some of the MC formation mechanisms that have been30
proposed are converging flows driven by feedback or turbu-31
lence, agglomeration of smaller clouds, gravitational instabil-32
ity and magneto-gravitational instability, and instability involv-33
ing di↵erential buoyancy (see Dobbs et al. 2014, and references34
therein). Each one of these processes produces morphological35
and kinematic imprints over di↵erent spatial and time scales.36
Some are related to the spatial distribution of the atomic and37
molecular emission (e.g., Dawson et al. 2013), some are asso-38
ciated with the relative velocity (e.g., Motte et al. 2014) or the39
spatial correlation between these two components (e.g., Gibson40
et al. 2005; Goldsmith & Li 2005). However, most of these im-41
prints remain to be discovered.42

An idealized spherical cloud of di↵use gas and dust im-43
mersed in a bath of isotropic interstellar radiation begins to form44
an MC when the column density gets su�ciently high that the45
gas/dust can self-shield, the Hi converts to H2, and the 13CO ap-46
pears toward the center. In this ideal cloud, it is expected that47
the Hi and 13CO emission match at exactly the same velocities,48
but that is not necessarily the case for a real MC, where the den-49
sity and velocity structures are much more complex, the spectra50
of both tracers are a↵ected by optical depth and self-absorption,51
and the simple inspection of the emission lines may not be su�-52
cient to assess the association between the atomic and the molec-53
ular gas. Yet, there is important information about the dynamics54
of the MC formation process encoded in the relation between the55
extended emission from both tracers.56

To systematically study the density and velocity information57
in extended spectral line observations and characterize the im-58
print of MC formation scenarios in numerical simulations, we in-59
troduce the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG), a technique60
developed for machine vision that we employ to study the spatial61
correlation between di↵erent tracers of the ISM. In a nutshell,62
HOG takes as input extended spectral line observations from two63

ISM tracers and provides an estimate of their spatial correlation 64
across velocity channels. We use HOG to study three aspects 65
of the correlation between atomic and molecular gas. First, we 66
evaluate if there is a spatial correlation between the two tracers, 67
which would indicate the relation between the MC and its asso- 68
ciated atomic gas. Second, we evaluate the distribution of such 69
a spatial correlation across velocity channels, which can reveal 70
details about the kinematics of both gas phases. Third, we com- 71
pare the spatial correlation and its distribution across velocity 72
channels in di↵erent regions and evaluate if they are similar to 73
the synthetic observations of one of the multiple MC formation 74
scenarios. 75

In this work, we characterize HOG using a set of syn- 76
thetic Hi and 13CO(J = 1! 0) emission observations obtained 77
from the numerical simulation of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) 78
turbulence and MC formation in the collision of two atomic 79
clouds presented in Clark et al. (2018). Then, we apply 80
HOGs to the observations of the 21-cm Hi emission, from 81
the Hi/OH/Recombination line survey of the inner Milky Way 82
(THOR, Beuther et al. 2016) and the 13CO(J = 1! 0) emission, 83
from the Galactic Ring Survey (GRS, Jackson et al. 2006), to- 84
ward a selected portion of the Galactic plane. Finally, we detail 85
the results of HOG toward some of the MC candidates identified 86
in the GRS observations presented in Rathborne et al. (2009). 87
All of the routines used for the HOG analysis presented in this 88
paper, including the example presented in Fig. 1 and other il- 89
lustrative cases, are publicly available at http://github.com/ 90
solerjuan/astrohog. 91

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our 92
implementation of the HOG technique. Section 3 presents the 93
characterization of HOG using the colliding flow simulations. 94
Section 4 introduces the Hi and 13CO(J = 1! 0) observations 95
used for this study. We report the results of the HOG analysis 96
of the observations in Sec. 5. We discuss the origin of the spa- 97
tial correlations and the MC characteristics revealed by HOG in 98
Sec. 6. Finally, Sec. 7 presents our main conclusions and the fu- 99
ture prospects of this approach. We reserve the technical details 100
of the HOG technique for a set of appendices. Appendix A de- 101
scribes details of the HOG method, such as the calculation of 102
the gradient and the circular statistics used to evaluate the HOG 103
results. Appendix B presents a series of tests of the statistical 104
significance of the HOG method. Finally, Appendix C presents 105
further analysis of the synthetic observations of MHD simula- 106
tions. 107

2. The histogram of oriented gradients 108

The histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) is a feature descrip- 109
tor used in machine vision and image processing for object de- 110
tection and image classification processes (McConnell 1986; 111
Leonardis et al. 2006). A feature descriptor is a representation 112
of an image or an image patch that simplifies the image by ex- 113
tracting one or more characteristics. In the case of HOG, the 114
method is based on the assumption that the local appearance and 115
shape of an object in an image can be well characterized by the 116
distribution of local intensity gradients or edge directions, which 117
are by definition perpendicular to the direction of the gradient. 118
The HOG method is widely applied in the detection of objects 119
in a variety of applications such as recognition of hand gestures 120
(Freeman & Roth 1994), detection of humans (Zhu et al. 2006), 121
and use of sketches for searching and indexing digital image li- 122
braries (Hu et al. 2010). 123

One of the simplest applications of the HOG method is quan- 124
tifying the spatial correlation between two images. The HOG is 125
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a representation of the occurrences of the relative orientations1
between local gradient orientations in the two images, thus it2
is a representation of how the edges in the images match each3
other. Given that we are interested in evaluating the correlation4
between observations of astronomical objects through di↵erent5
tracers, we do not need to match the scales of the images or as-6
sume a prior on the shape of the objects that we are investigating.7

Although the maps of extended atomic and molecular emis-8
sion are not dominated by sharp edges, the HOG systematically9
characterizes and correlates the intensity contours that human10
vision recognizes as their main features, such as clumps or fil-11
aments. We do not assume any physical interpretation for the12
origin of the velocity-channel map gradients, as it is the case in13
other gradient methods, such as those presented in the family14
of papers represented by Lazarian & Yuen (2018). We use the15
velocity-channel map gradients to compare systematically the16
intensity contours that might be common to two ISM tracers.17

An application of HOG has been previously introduced in as-18
tronomical research in the study of the correlation between the19
column density structures and the magnetic field orientation in20
both synthetic observations of simulations of MHD turbulence21
and Planck polarization observations (Soler et al. 2013; Planck22
Collaboration Int. XXXV 2016). Other potential applications of23
the HOG technique in astronomy include, for example, charac-24
terizing the directionality of structures in an astronomical image,25
evaluating the morphological changes across velocity channels26
in a single PPV cube, and, in general, quantifying the spatial27
correlation between two or more ISM tracers.28

2.1. Using HOG to quantify correlations between29
position-position-velocity cubes.30

We use the HOG method to quantify the spatial correlation be-31
tween maps of Hi and 13CO emission across radial velocities,32
better known in astronomy as position-position-velocity (PPV)33
cubes. Explicitly, we calculate the correlation between the two34
PPV cubes by following the steps described below.35

2.1.1. Computation of the HOG36

We align and re-project a pair of PPV cubes, I
A
i j,l and I

B
i j,m, into a

common spatial grid by using the reproject routine included
in the Astropy package (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013).
Throughout this paper, the indexes i and j correspond to the spa-
tial coordinates, Galactic longitude and latitude, and the indexes
l and m correspond to the velocity channels in the respective PPV
cube. Given that we are comparing the spatial gradients of each
velocity channel map, the HOG technique does not require the
same velocity resolution in the PPV cubes. For a pair of velocity-
channel maps I

A
i j,l and I

B
i j,m, we calculate the relative orientation

angle � between intensity gradients by evaluating

�i j,lm = arctan
0
BBBBB@

(rI
A
i j,l ⇥ rI

B
i j,m) · ẑ

rI
A
i j,l · rI

B
i j,m

1
CCCCCA , (1)

where the di↵erential operator r corresponds to the gradient.37
The term (rI

A
i j,l ⇥ rI

B
i j,m) · ẑ ⌘ |rI

A
i j,l| |rI

B
i j,m| sin �i j,lm is the z-38

axis projection of the cross product. The term rI
A
i j,l · rI

B
i j,m ⌘39

|rI
A
i j,l| |rI

B
i j,m| cos �i j,lm is the scalar product of vectors, or dot40

product. We choose the representation in Eq. 1 because it is41
numerically better-behaved than the expression that would be42
obtained by using just the dot product and the arccos function.43
Equation 1 implies that the relative orientation angles are in the44

Fig. 1: Illustration of the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG)
method. A pair of images, (a) and (b), are characterized by the
norm and the orientation of their gradients, (c) and (d). The rel-
ative orientation angles between their gradients, (e), are summa-
rized in the histogram of oriented gradients, (f ). The number of
histogram counts around 0� corresponds to the coincidence of
gradient orientations in both images, which is quantified by us-
ing the mean resultant vector, Eq. (2), and the projected Rayleigh
statistic, Eq. (3). Two completely uncorrelated images would
produce a flat histogram while two identical images would pro-
duce a histogram having the form of a Dirac delta function cen-
tered at 0�.

range [�⇡/2, ⇡/2), thus accounting for the orientation of the gra- 45
dients and not their direction. The value of � is only meaningful 46
in regions when both rI

A
i j,l and rI

B
i j,m are significant, that is, their 47

norm is greater than zero or above thresholds that are estimated 48
according to the noise properties of the each PPV cube. 49

We compute the gradients using Gaussian derivatives, ex- 50
plicitly, by applying the multidimensional Gaussian filter rou- 51
tines in the filters package of Scipy. The Gaussian deriva- 52
tives are the result of the convolution of the image with the 53
spatial derivative of a two-dimensional Gaussian function. The 54
width of the Gaussian determines the area of the vicinity over 55
which the gradient is calculated. Varying the width of the 56
Gaussian kernel enables the sampling of di↵erent scales and re- 57
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duces the e↵ect of noise in the pixels (see Soler et al. 2013, and1
references therein).2

For the sake of clarity, we illustrate the aforementioned pro-3
cedure in a pair of mock velocity-channel maps presented in4
Fig. 1. We there present the two velocity-channel maps, pan-5
els (a) and (b); their corresponding gradients, panels (c) and (d);6
the relative orientation angles, �, panel (e); and the histograms7
of oriented gradients, panel (f), which we evaluate by using the8
tools of circular statistics presented in the next section.9

2.1.2. Evaluation of the correlation10

Once we calculate the relative orientation angles �i j,lm for a pair11
of channels centered on velocities v

A
l

and v
B
m

, we summarize the12
spatial correlation contained in these angles by marginalizing13
over the spatial coordinates, indexes i and j. For that purpose,14
we use two tools from circular statistics: the mean resultant vec-15
tor (r) and the projected Rayleigh statistic (V), both described in16
detail in Appendix A.3.17

In our application, we use the definition of the mean resultant
vector

rlm =

✓hP
i j wi j,lm cos(2�i j,lm)

i2
+

hP
i j wi j,lm sin(2�i j,lm)

i2
◆1/2

P
i j wi j,lm

,

(2)
where the indexes i and j run over the pixel locations in the two18
spatial dimensions and wi j,lm is the statistical weight of each an-19
gle �i j,lm. We account for the spatial correlations introduced by20
the telescope beam by choosing wi j,lm = (�x/�)2, where �x is the21
pixels size and � is the diameter of the derivative kernel that we22
use to calculate the gradients. For pixels where the norm of the23
gradient is negligible or can be confused with the signal pro-24
duced by noise, we choose wi j,lm = 0 (see Appendix A for a de-25
scription of the gradient selection).26

The mean resultant vector, r, is a descriptive quantity that can
be interpreted as the percentage of vectors pointing in a prefer-
ential direction. However, it does not provide any information on
the shape of the angle distribution. The optimal statistic to test if
the distribution of angles is non-uniform and peaked at 0� is the
projected Rayleigh statistic

Vlm =

P
i j wi j,lm cos(2�i j,lm)
qP

i j[(wi j,lm)2/2]
, (3)

which follows the same conventions introduced in Eq. (2). Each27
value Vlm represents the likelihood test against a von Mises dis-28
tribution, which is the circular normal distribution centered on29
0�, or in other words, the likelihood that the gradients of the30
emission maps I

A
i j,l and I

B
i j,m are mostly parallel. The ensemble31

of Vlm values, which we denominate the correlation plane, rep-32
resents the correlation between the emission maps centered on33
velocities v

A
l

and v
B
m

. For the sake of simplicity, we designate the34

HOG correlation between tracers A and B as V(vA, vB), but this35
is just an approximation given that we can only estimate the dis-36
crete values of Vlm, which depend on the spectral resolution of37
the observations and the width of the velocity channels.38

We present the results of our analysis in terms of both V39
and r. The values of the latter are only meaningful for our pur-40
poses when they are validated by V; because large values of the41
mean resultant vector only indicate a preferential orientation, not42
necessarily �= 0�. We note that the gradient vectors in each in-43
dividual velocity-channel map are not statistically independent,44

that is, even if the observations were made with infinite angular 45
resolution, the physical phenomena governing the ISM; that is, 46
gravity, turbulence, and the magnetic fields; impose correlations 47
across multiple spatial scales. And so it is not possible to draw 48
conclusions from the values of V alone, but its statistical signif- 49
icance should be assessed by comparing its value to the values 50
obtained in maps with similar statistical properties. 51

Given the di�culties in reproducing the statistical properties
of each velocity-channel map, we use the mean value,

hVi ⌘
P[lmin,lmax]

l

P[mmin,mmax]
m

Vlm

(lmax � lmin)(mmax � mmin)
, (4)

and the population variance,

&2
V
⌘

P[lmin,lmax]
l

P[mmin,mmax]
m

(Vlm � hVi)2

(lmax � lmin)(mmax � mmin)
, (5)

in the velocity ranges defined by the indexes [lmin, lmax] and 52
[mmin,mmax] to assess the statistical significance of V . If we as- 53
sume that most of the channel maps in a particular velocity range 54
are uncorrelated, each of them would correspond to an indepen- 55
dent realization of a scalar field with a spatial correlation given 56
by the properties of the ISM and the angular resolution of the ob- 57
servations, &V would represent the chance correlation between 58
those maps. Evidently that is not the case in reality, unless we 59
consider channels separated by tens of km s�1 in a Galactic tar- 60
get, but still &V characterizes the V population variance within 61
the selected range of velocities. There is of course a variance of 62
V for each particular pair of velocity-channel maps, (�V )lm, but 63
it is in most cases smaller than &V , as shown in App. A.3.2. 64

In this work, we report the values of Vlm always in relation 65
with the corresponding &V , as inferred from Eq. (5), in a par- 66
ticular velocity range. An alternative method for evaluating the 67
statistical significance of V is based on estimating the popula- 68
tion variance using velocity-channel maps that are uncorrelated 69
by construction, for example, two PPV cubes that are not coin- 70
cident in the sky or one PPV cube flipped with respect to the 71
other in one of the spatial coordinates. This method is crucial for 72
determining the validity of our method since the values of V in 73
the cases mentioned above should be exclusively dominated by 74
chance correlation, as we show in App. B.3. But the direct esti- 75
mation of &V using these null-tests is computationally demand- 76
ing and does not lead to significant di↵erences with respect to 77
the values obtained with Eq. 5. 78

3. HOG analysis of MHD simulations 79

We characterize HOG by analyzing a set of synthetic observa- 80
tions of Hi and 13CO emission from the numerical simulations of 81
MC formation in a colliding flow presented in Clark et al. (2018). 82
These simulations include a simplified treatment of the chemical 83
and thermal evolution of the interstellar medium (ISM), which 84
makes them well suited for obtaining synthetic observations of 85
both tracers. Although the numerical setup and the chemistry 86
treatment are not indisputable (see for example, Levrier et al. 87
2012), we use this simplified physical scenario to gain insight 88
into the behavior of the HOG technique before we apply it to the 89
observations. 90

3.1. Initial conditions 91

The simulations considered were carried out using the AREPO 92
moving mesh code (Springel 2010). They represent two 38- 93
pc-diameter atomic clouds with an initial particle density 94
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Fig. 2: Synthetic observations of Hi with a 100 K background
(left) and 13CO (right) emission from the MHD turbulence
simulation of two colliding atomic clouds presented in Clark
et al. (2018). In both maps the colors represent the inte-
grated intensities in three groups of velocity channels: red for
�0.6 vLSR �0.2 km s�1, green for �0.2 vLSR  0.2 km s�1,
and blue for 0.2 vLSR  0.6 km s�1. The numbers correspond to
the positions of the spectra presented in Fig. 3. The top and bot-
tom panels correspond to the synthetic observations made with
the line of sight parallel (face-on) and perpendicular to the colli-
sion axis (edge-on), respectively.

n
C
0 = 10 cm�3 that collide head-on along the x-axis of the simula-1

tion domain at 7.5 km s�1 with respect to each other. The clouds2
are given a turbulent velocity field with a 1 km s�1 amplitude3
and a P(k) / k

�4 scaling law. The simulation includes a uniform4
initial magnetic field B0 = 3 µG oriented along the x-axis, that is,5
parallel to the collision axis.6

The clouds are initially set one cloud radius apart (19 pc) in7
a cubic computational domain of side 190 pc and initial number8
density n

S
0 = 0.1 cm�3. The boundaries of the box are periodic,9

but self-gravity is not periodic. The initial cell mass is approx-10
imately 5⇥ 10�3 M�, both in the clouds and in the low-density11
surrounding medium. The cell refinement is set such that the12
thermal Jeans length is resolved by at least 16 AREPO cells at13
all times.14

The simulations follow the thermal evolution of the gas us-15
ing a cooling function based on Glover et al. (2010) and Glover16
& Clark (2012). The chemical evolution of the gas is modelled17
using a simplified H-C-O network based on Glover & Mac Low18
(2007) and Nelson & Langer (1999), updated as described in19
Glover et al. (2015). The e↵ects of H2 self-shielding and dust20
shielding are accounted for using the TreeCol algorithm (Clark21
et al. 2012).22

The metallicity of the gas is taken to be solar with elemen-23
tal abundances of oxygen and carbon set to xO = 3.2⇥ 10�4 and24
xC = 1.4⇥ 10�4 (Sembach et al. 2000). The three simulations25
presented in Clark et al. (2018) are designed to probe the ef-26

fect of di↵erent interstellar radiation fields (ISRFs) and cos- 27
mic rate ionization rates (CRIRs). For the characterization of 28
HOG we have chosen the simulation with ISRF G0 = 17 and 29
CRIR= 3⇥ 10�16 s�1. This ISRF implies that the H2 and the CO 30
are found at higher column densities than in the other two simu- 31
lations presented in Clark et al. (2018), but it does not imply any 32
loss of generality in our results. 33

Fig. 3: Spectra from the synthetic observations of Hi with a
100 K background (left) and 13CO (right) emission presented in
Fig. 2. The black lines correspond to the average spectra over the
whole map. The solid, dashed and segmented colored lines cor-
respond to the spectra toward the positions indicated in Fig. 2.
The top and bottom panels correspond to the face-on and edge-
on synthetic observations, respectively.

3.2. Synthetic observations 34

The radiative transfer (RT) post-processing of the simulations 35
was made using the RADMC-3D code1 following the proce- 36
dures described in Clark et al. (2018). In brief, the Hi emission is 37
modelled assuming that the hyperfine energy levels are in local 38
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), with a spin temperature Ts 39
equal to the local kinetic temperature of the gas. This is a good 40
approximation for the cold, dense atomic gas that dominates the 41
emission signal in these simulations (e.g., Liszt 2001). For the 42
13CO, we do not assume LTE, as some of the emission may be 43
coming from regions with densities below the CO critical den- 44
sity. Instead, we use the large velocity gradient (LVG) module 45
implemented in RADMC-3D by Shetty et al. (2011). In addi- 46
tion, as the Clark et al. (2018) simulations do not track 13CO 47
explicitly, it is necessary to compute the 13CO abundance based 48
on the 12CO abundance. This is done using a fitting function for 49
the 13CO/12CO ratio as a function of the 12CO column density 50
proposed by Szűcs et al. (2014). This column-density-dependent 51

1 http://www.ita.uni-heidelberg.de/⇠dullemond/software/radmc-3d/
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Fig. 4: Left. Histograms of oriented gradients (HOGs) corre-
sponding to the pair of velocity-channel maps with the largest
spatial correlation, as inferred from the V values shown in Fig. 6,
and three pairs of arbitrarily selected velocity channels in the
synthetic observations presented in Fig. 2. Right. For the pair
of velocity-channel maps with the largest spatial correlation,
HOGs corresponding to the entire map and just the block with
the largest V indicated in Fig. 5. The top and bottom panels cor-
respond to the face-on and edge-on synthetic observations, re-
spectively.

conversion factor accounts for the e↵ects of chemical fractiona-1
tion and selective photodissociation of 13CO and hence is more2
accurate than adopting a constant 13CO/12CO ratio.3

The AREPO results are interpolated onto a regular cartesian4
grid. The grid covers a cubic region of 9.72 pc with 400 cells5
per side, corresponding to a spatial resolution of 0.024 pc. The6
synthetic spectra are initially calculated in 500 velocity chan-7
nels covering the velocity range [�5,5] km s�1. We resample this8
original data into a velocity resolution of 0.2 km s�1 to match the9
channel width of the GRS data. The maps of the synthetic obser-10
vations of Hi and 13CO and some selected corresponding spectra11
are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively.12

It is common at low Galactic latitudes that cold foreground13
clouds absorb the emission from gas behind. This e↵ect is of-14
ten called Hi self-absorption (HISA), although it is not self-15
absorption in the normal radiative transfer sense, because the16
absorbing cloud may be spatially distant from the background17
Hi emission, but sharing a common radial velocity (Gibson et al.18
2005; Kavars et al. 2005). For that reason we use synthetic obser-19
vations of Hi that include a 100 K background emission. For the20
sake of completeness and discussion, we present the synthetic21
observations of Hi without background emission in Appendix C.22

We analyze two configurations of the aforementioned sim-23
ulation: one with the line of sight parallel to the collision axis24
(face-on) and one with line of sight perpendicular to the colli-25
sion axis (edge-on). Fig. 2 shows the clear di↵erences between26
the two configurations. In the face-on configuration, the Hi is dis-27
tributed over the whole map in filamentary structures that appear28

dark against the bright background while the 13CO appears more 29
concentrated, but also filamentary in appearance. In the edge-on 30
configuration, the Hi appears concentrated in the shocked layer, 31
which is clearly visible against the bright background, and the 32
13CO is distributed in a couple of filamentary structures. 33

The spectra of the face-on and the edge-on synthetic obser- 34
vations, shown in Fig. 3, reveal two clear di↵erences between 35
these configurations. The face-on configuration presents a broad 36
Hi mean spectrum in absorption against the 100 K background 37
and clearly centered at vLOS ⇡ 0 km s�1. The 13CO is also clearly 38
centered at vLOS ⇡ 0 km s�1. The edge-on configuration presents 39
a flat Himean spectrum at 100 K, resulting from the background 40
emission that is dominant in most of the map, and absorption 41
spectra with peaks at vLOS ⇡�2 and 2 km s�1. These two peaks 42
are most likely the result of momentum conservation in the 43
shocked layer, as we discuss in more detail in the next section. 44
The 13CO is clearly centered at vLOS ⇡ 0 km s�1. 45

3.3. HOG analysis results 46

We run the HOG analysis of the two sets of synthetic observa- 47
tions (face-on and edge-on) following the procedure described 48
in Sec. 2. We use a derivative kernel with a 0.12 pc (5 pixels) 49
FWHM. Given that the synthetic observations do not include 50
noise, we consider all non-zero gradients in the synthetic Hi and 51
13CO PPV cubes. 52

Figure 4 shows the HOGs corresponding to a selection of Hi 53
and 13CO velocity channels. One fact that is evident from the 54
shape of the HOGs is that, at least for some pairs of velocity 55
channels, the distribution of relative orientation angles is not flat 56
and it clearly peaks at �= 0�; this indicates that in these channel 57
pairs, the Hi and 13CO have contours that are aligned and the two 58
tracers are morphologically correlated. This can be visually con- 59
firmed in the gradient plots of the velocity-channel pairs with the 60
highest V values, presented in Fig. 5, where it is evident that the 61
13CO emission contours are adjacent to the contours of regions 62
with a relative decrease of Hi emission. 63

The behavior of the relative orientation trend is better visu- 64
alized in the values of the mean resultant vector length r, de- 65
fined in Eq. (2), and the projected Rayleigh statistic V , defined 66
in Eq. (3), for all pairs of Hi and 13CO channels in the velocity 67
range �4.8 vLOS  4.8 km s�1, presented in Fig. 6. The distri- 68
bution of V and r shows that the maximum spatial correlation 69
between the Hi and 13CO emission appears at the same velocity 70
in the two tracers, that is, along the diagonal of the correlation 71
plane, where vHI ⇡v13CO. This observation is not entirely unex- 72
pected; if one considers the standard picture of a quiescent MC 73
and its associated atomic envelope and the atomic gas and the 74
molecular gas move together, then, the two tracers should appear 75
approximately at the same velocity. However, it is worth remark- 76
ing that this correlation indicates that the contours of the emis- 77
sion of the two tracers match across multiple velocity channels. 78
This behavior is not exclusive to the case of Hi with an emission 79
background and 13CO, it can also be seen when applying HOG to 80
the analysis of synthetic observations of Hi without background 81
emission and 13CO emission, as shown in Appendix C. 82

The HOG, however, does not reveal an unambiguous di↵er- 83
ence between the signals produced by the observations in the 84
face-on and the edge-on configurations. To zeroth order, HOG 85
is revealing the spatial coincidence of the two tracers, which 86
does seem to be significantly a↵ected by the orientation of the 87
colliding flows with respect to the line of sight. In more detail, 88
the face-on configuration presents homogenous high V values 89
along vHI ⇡ v13CO in the velocity range �2.5< vLOS < 2.5 km s�1, 90
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Fig. 5: Intensity, intensity gradients, and relative orientation angle maps from the synthetic observations presented in Fig. 2. Left. Hi
(teal) and 13CO emission (red) in the velocity channels with the largest spatial correlation, as inferred from the V values shown in
Fig. 6. Middle left. Norm of the gradient of the Hi intensity map in the indicated velocity channel. Middle right. Norm of the gradient
of the 13CO intensity map in the indicated velocity channel. Right. Relative orientation angle �, Eq. (1), between the gradients of the
Hi and 13CO intensity maps in the indicated velocity channels. The white color in the �map corresponds to areas with no significant
gradient in either tracer. The square indicates the block, selected from a 7⇥ 7 spatial grid, with the largest values of V . The top and
bottom panels correspond to the face-on and edge-on synthetic observations, respectively.

while in the edge-on configuration the high V values seem group1
around vLOS ⇡�2.0 and 2.0 km s�1, but also close to vHI ⇡ v13CO.2
In both configurations, these trends are produced by approxi-3
mately 30% of the gradient pairs, as inferred from the values of4
r.5

The di↵erence between V in the face-on and the edge-on6
configurations can be understood in terms of the dynamics im-7
posed by the colliding flow. In the face-on case, the ram pres-8
sure constrains both the cold Hi and 13CO to remain close to9
vLOS ⇡ 0 km s�1. The molecular gas formed in the shocked inter-10
face does not inherit the structure of the colliding atomic clouds;11
consequently, we do not see high spatial correlation between12
the 13CO at vLOS ⇡ 0 km s�1 and the Hi at the velocities of the13
colliding clouds. Given that the shocked interface is relatively14
thin, there is not much overlap of structures along the line of15
sight, which most likely explains the tight correlation around16
vHI ⇡ v13CO shown in the top panels of Fig. 6.17

In the edge-on case, we are looking at the shocked interface18
in the direction that is not directly constrained by the ram pres-19
sure, where the parcels of Hi and 13CO have developed line-of-20
sight motions that are independent from the proper motion of21
the parental atomic clouds. In contrast with the face-on case, the22
larger values of V are centered on vLOS ⇡ 2 km s�1, most likely23
due to the proper motion of the most dominant parcel of 13CO24
formed in the shocked interface. The overlap of structures along25
the line of sight in the edge-on shocked interface is most likely26
producing the dispersion of high V values across velocity chan-27
nels, however, it is still closely concentrated around vHI ⇡ v13CO.28

The HOG analysis reveals that the Hi and the 13CO emission 29
from a colliding flow simulation appear morphologically corre- 30
lated at roughly the same velocity, independently of the orienta- 31
tion of the primary flow with respect to the line of sight, which is 32
both disappointing and encouraging. On the one hand, this im- 33
plies that the results of the HOG analysis cannot unambiguously 34
di↵erentiate orientations of the cloud collision with respect to 35
the line of sight. On the other hand, this implies that the HOG 36
signal produced by the atomic cloud collision is not greatly af- 37
fected by the orientation of the primary flow with respect to the 38
line of sight and the HOG can be used to quantify any departures 39
from this simple scenario. These departures are evident when we 40
apply HOG to the observations. 41

4. Observations 42

For this first application of the histogram of oriented gradients 43
(HOG) method, we choose the THOR Hi and GRS 13CO ob- 44
servations toward the portion of the Galactic plane defined by 45
33.�75< l< 35.�25 and |b|< 1.�25, which are shown in Fig. 7 and 46
Fig. 8. Given the need to describe the method in detail, we fo- 47
cus our analysis on this region because it contains a large diver- 48
sity of objects, such as supernova remnants (SNR), Hii regions, 49
Hi Self-Absorption (HISA) features (Bihr 2016; Wang et al. In 50
prep.), and a wealth of MCs that have been identified in emission 51
from 12CO and 13CO (Miville-Deschênes et al. 2017; Rathborne 52
et al. 2009, respectively). We reserve the application of the HOG 53
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Fig. 6: Results of the HOG analysis of the Hi and 13CO synthetic
observations presented in Fig. 2. Left. Projected Rayleigh statis-
tic, V(v13CO, vHI), the HOG statistical test of spatial correlation
between Hi and 13CO velocity-channel maps, defined in Eq. (3).
The contours indicate the 3&V , 4&V , and 5&V levels in the cor-
responding velocity range. Right. Mean resultant vector length,
r(v13CO, vHI), within the 3&V confidence interval, a HOG metric
that is roughly equivalent to the percentage of gradient pairs that
imply the spatial correlation between the velocity-channel maps,
defined in Eq. (2). The top and bottom panels correspond to the
face-on and edge-on synthetic observations, respectively.

technique to the whole extent of both surveys for a subsequent1
publication (Soler et al. In prep.).2

The selected region includes two SNRs that we identify us-3
ing the catalogs presented in Green (2014) and Anderson et al.4
(2017). The most conspicuous of these two SNRs is Westerhout5
44 (W44, Westerhout 1958), located around [l, b]= [34.�7,�0.�4],6
which is shown in Fig. 7. Multi-wavelength observations of W447
show the presence of an elongated shell-like structure with a re-8
markable network of filaments and arcs across the face of this9
remnant suggesting the presence of shocked gas (Giacani et al.10
1997; Reach et al. 2006).11

The region also contains a plethora of Hii regions, which we12
identify using the catalog produced using the WISE observations13
(Anderson et al. 2014). One of the most interesting objects in this14
catalog is the ultra-compact Hii (UCHii) region G34.256+0.146,15
which produces a significant absorption feature that is clearly16
distiguishable in the Hi longitude-velocity (LV) diagram pre-17
sented in Fig. 8.18

This region also includes portions of two giant molecular fil-19
aments (GMFs) in the sample presented in Ragan et al. (2014).20
First, 38.1-32.4a, a structure that extends across 33.�4 l 37.�121
and �0.�4 b 0.�6 and is associated to 13CO emission in the22
range 50 vLSR  60 km s�1. Second, GMF38.1-32.4b, a struc-23
ture that extends across 34.�6 l 35.�6 and �1.�0 b 0.�2 and is24
associated to 13CO emission in the range 43 vLSR  46 km s�1.25

4.1. Atomic hydrogen emission at 21 cm 26

We use the Hi emission observations from The 27
Hi/OH/Recombination line survey of the inner Milky Way 28
(THOR, Beuther et al. 2016). THOR comprises observations 29
in eight continuum bands between 1 and 2 GHz made with 30
Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) in the C-array config- 31
uration covering the portion of the Galactic plane defined by 32
14.�0 l 67.�4 and |b| 1.�25 at approximately 2000 resolution. 33
As the survey name implies, the THOR frequency range 34
includes the Hi 21-cm emission line, four OH lines, and 19 H↵ 35
recombination lines. 36

The THOR Hi data that are taken in C-array configuration are 37
crucial for the study of absorption profiles against Galactic and 38
extragalactic background sources. However, they do not recover 39
the large-scale emission. In the present study, we use the data 40
set resulting from the combination of the Hi observations from 41
THOR and the D-configuration VLA Galactic Plane Survey, 42
(VGPS, Stil et al. 2006) combined with single-dish observations 43
from the Green Bank Telescope (GBT). 44

The C-array configuration Hi visibility data from the THOR 45
survey were calibrated with the CASA2 software package as de- 46
scribed in Beuther et al. (2016). We used the multi-scale CLEAN 47
routine in CASA to image the continuum-subtracted C-array con- 48
figuration Hi visibility together with the D-array configuration 49
visibility from VGPS (Stil et al. 2006). We chose a pixel size 50
of 400, robust= 0.45, and a velocity resolution of 1.5 km s�1 in 51
the velocity range �50 vLSR  150 km s�1. The resulting im- 52
ages were smoothed into a resolution of 4000 and feathered with 53
the VGPS images (D+GBT) to recover the large-scale structure. 54
Further details on the data reduction and imaging procedure are 55
described in Beuther et al. (2016). The public release of this new 56
Hi data product is forthcoming (Wang et al. In prep.). 57

4.2. Carbon monoxide (CO) emission 58

We compare the Hi emission observations with the 59
13CO(J = 1! 0) observations from The Boston University-Five 60
College Radio Astronomy Observatory Galactic Ring Survey 61
(GRS, Jackson et al. 2006). The GRS survey has 4600 angular 62
resolution with an angular sampling of 2200. In this particular 63
region, it covers the range �5 vLSR  135 km s�1 at a resolution 64
of 0.21 km s�1. It has a typical root mean square (RMS) sensitiv- 65
ity of 0.13 K. We also make use of the catalog of MC and clump 66
candidates identified in the GRS data (Rathborne et al. 2009). 67

We use 13CO rather than 12CO to minimize optical depth 68
e↵ects and facilitate the interpretation of the HOG analysis. The 69
12CO emission is widespread towards the Galactic plane, just 70
like Hi, and only around 14% of the molecular gas mass traced 71
by 12CO emission is identified as part of molecular clouds in 72
13CO (Roman-Duval et al. 2016). Compared to 12CO, the 13CO 73
molecule is approximately 50 times less abundant and, thus, has 74
a much lower optical depth (Wilson & Rood 1994). As a result, 75
13CO is a much better tracer of column density and su↵ers less 76
from line blending and self-absorption. 77

5. HOG analysis of observations 78

We apply the HOG analysis to the data products described 79
in Sec. 4 using the method described in Sec. 2. We compute 80
HOG exclusively using gradients that satisfy Ii j,k � 5I

N and 81
|rIi j,k | � 5|rI

N|, where the noise intensity, I
N, and the noise 82

2 https://casa.nrao.edu/
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Fig. 7: Maps of the THOR Hi and GRS 13CO observations. Top. Hi integrated emission from the THOR+VGPS+GBT observations
(Beuther et al. 2016) in the indicated velocity ranges. The white circles correspond to the positions and e↵ective sizes of identified
supernovae remnants (Anderson et al. 2017; Green 2014) in each velocity range. The red circles correspond to the positions and
e↵ective sizes of identified Hii regions (Anderson et al. 2014) in each velocity range. Bottom. 13CO integrated emission from the
GRS observations (Jackson et al. 2006) in the indicated velocity ranges. The white circles correspond to the positions and e↵ective
sizes of the molecular cloud candidates from the Rathborne et al. (2009) catalog in the indicated velocity ranges.

gradient norm, |rI
N|, are estimated following the procedure pre-1

sented in Appendix A.2. Here we present and discuss the re-2
sults obtained using a derivative kernel with a 9000 FWHM. This3
selection does not imply any loss of generality as described in4
Appendix A.4, where we discuss the results of using di↵erent5
derivative kernel sizes. The selection of Ii j,k � 5I

N instead of6
Ii j,k � 3I

N does not critically change the results of this analysis,7
as illustrated in Appendix B.1.8

Figure 9 presents the values of the projected Rayleigh9
statistic, V , and the mean resultant vector length, r, corre-10
sponding to the Hi and 13CO emission for the velocity range11
�5 vLSR  120 km s�1. It is clear from Fig. 9 that the spatial12
correlation between the Hi and 13CO emission is significant at13
the same velocity in the two tracers, that is, at vHI ⇡ v13CO or14
equivalently, along the diagonal of the V- and r-plane. As dis-15
cussed in the previous section, if one considers a toy quiescent16
MC and its respective atomic envelope, the atomic gas and the17
molecular gas move together, then, the two tracers should appear18

approximately at the same vLSR. However, this result confirms 19
the prediction from the analysis of the synthetic observations: 20
there is a morphological correlation in the spatial distribution of 21
Hi and 13CO. This spatial correlation is not the result of the con- 22
centration of emission around particular velocity channels nor 23
the product of chance correlation, as we prove through the sta- 24
tistical tests presented in Appendix B.3. We discuss in detail this 25
correlation around vHI ⇡ v13CO in Sec. 5.1 and particularly focus 26
on the 47.5 vLSR  62.5 km s�1 range in Sec. 5.2. 27

Figure 9 also shows some less-dominant correlation in ve- 28
locity channels that are not necessary around vHI ⇡ v13CO, such 29
as that seen around vHI ⇡ 10 and v13CO ⇡ 55 km s�1 or less sig- 30
nificantly around vHI ⇡ 70 and v13CO ⇡ 10 km s�1. This correla- 31
tion appears associated to some vertical stripes in the V-plane, 32
which can be interpreted as the spatial distribution of the 13CO 33
being correlated with the Hi in many channels. We discuss this 34
o↵-diagonal signal, in terms of its position in the V-plane, in 35
Sec. 5.3. 36
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Fig. 8: Longitude-velocity (LV) diagrams of the Hi emission
(from THOR, left) and 13CO emission (from GRS, right) to-
ward the region presented in Fig. 7. In the Hi LV diagram, the
shadow around 0 vLSR  45 km s�1 and the vertical line around
0 vLSR  75 km s�1 correspond to absorption toward the su-
pernova remnant (SNR) G34.7-0.4 (W44) and the Hii region
G34.256+0.146, respectively.

5.1. Interesting velocity ranges1

Figure 9 reveals that the largest V values are grouped around2
roughly four values of vLSR; explicitly, vLSR ⇡ 12, 43, 55, and3
75 km s�1. These velocities are related to the radial velocities of4
the individual parcels of Hi and 13CO that are morphologically5
correlated, thus, they are most likely associated with the rotation6
of the Galaxy and its spiral arm structure. Visual inspection of7
the spiral arm model presented in Reid et al. (2014) suggests8
that the 13CO emission at 12 km s�1 might be associated with9
the Perseus arm, at 43 and 55 km s�1 with the far side of the10
Sagittarius arm, and at 75 km s�1 with the Aquila spur. However,11
establishing the association between the central velocities of this12
emission and the spiral arm structure is not straightforward and13
it is beyond the scope of this work.14

In what follows we detail the HOG analysis around each of15
these central velocities to establish if the morphological correla-16
tion can be associated to a particular set of objects. For that pur-17
pose we focus our analysis both in the velocity ranges identified18
using the values of V and the MC candidates identified in cata-19
logs presented in Rathborne et al. (2009) and Miville-Deschênes20
et al. (2017). For the sake of simplicity, we also identify the re-21
gion with maximum V values in a Galactic longitude and lati-22
tude grid of 3⇥7 elements, which we call blocks following the23
vocabulary introduced in machine vision studies (for example,24
Zhu et al. 2006). This selection of grid is arbitrary and just aims25
to guide the eye to the areas of the maps where the � distribution26
is more significantly peaked around 0�.27

In the �5 vLSR  30 km s�1 velocity range, the most con-28
spicuous feature in V is centered on vLSR ⇡ 12 km s�1. Figure 1029
reveals that in the pair of Hi and 13CO velocity channels with30
the largest values of V , the gradients in the Hi map are domi-31
nated by W44, but these do not have a particular correspondence32
with the 13CO gradients. The maximum values of V correspond33
to the area in the southeast of W44, around [l, b]= [35.�0,0.�6],34

where an elongated 13CO emission blob has a clear correspon- 35
dence with the Hi. This 13CO emission feature is not among the 36
objects identified in the Rathborne et al. (2009) cloud catalog or 37
included within the e↵ective radius of the objects identified in 38
Miville-Deschênes et al. (2017). 39

In the 30 vLSR  60 km s�1 velocity range, the most sig- 40
nificant features in V are centered at vLSR ⇡ 43 and 55 km s�1. 41
The two velocities roughly correspond to those of the two giant 42
molecular filaments (GMFs) identified in Ragan et al. (2014). 43
The top panel of Fig. 11 shows that in the velocity channel maps 44
corresponding to the largest V values, the Hi gradients are still 45
dominated by W44 and the largest correlation appears around 46
the eastern edge of that SNR, around [l, b]= [34.�8,�0.�4]. 47

The studied area of the sky contains a large number of 48
MC candidates from the Rathborne et al. (2009) and Miville- 49
Deschênes et al. (2017) catalogs in this velocity range. One of 50
the objects in the Rathborne et al. (2009) catalog, centered at 51
[l, b]= [35.�0,�0.�5], is coincident with the large-V region identi- 52
fied in the top panel of Fig. 11. Additionally, there is also large 53
regions of coincident gradients in the Rathborne et al. (2009) MC 54
candidates centered at [l, b]= [34.�6,0.�25] and [34.�6,�0.�25], al- 55
though there are extended regions with �⇡ 0� that do not corre- 56
spond to any MC candidate. 57

In the 60 vLSR  90 km s�1 velocity range, the most signif- 58
icant features in V are centered at vLSR ⇡ 75 km s�1. The middle 59
panel of Figure 11 shows that in the velocity channel maps cor- 60
responding to the largest V values, the correlation between the 61
gradients is concentrated in the region around [l, b]= [34.�5,0.�0], 62
which is coincident with two Rathborne et al. (2009) and one 63
Miville-Deschênes et al. (2017) MC candidates. 64

There is not a significant spatial correlation in the 65
90 vLSR  120 km s�1 velocity range when it is compared to 66
the V values obtained in the full �5 vLSR  120 km s�1 range, 67
as illustrated in Fig. 9. However, when considering the pair 68
of velocity channels with the maximum value of V in the 69
90 vLSR  120 km s�1 range, we find significant spatial corre- 70
lation toward the Rathborne et al. (2009) and Miville-Deschênes 71
et al. (2017) MC candidates centered on [l, b]= [34.�4,0.�15], 72
as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 11. There, the regions 73
with �⇡ 0� seem to be less extended than those shown in the 74
30 vLSR  60 km s�1 and 60 vLSR  90 km s�1 ranges and they 75
cover just a few small patches. 76

There is some interesting correlation between Hi and 13CO 77
around [l, b]= [34.�2,�0.�2], where there is a clear HISA feature 78
correlated with a small patch of 13CO emission, as it is evident 79
in the gradients and the relative orientation angles presented in 80
the bottom panel of Fig. 11. Nevertheless, this region is not co- 81
incident with any of the MC candidates in the Rathborne et al. 82
(2009) and Miville-Deschênes et al. (2017) catalogs. 83

5.2. HOG in the 47.5 vLSR 62.5 km s�1 range 84

Due to its large V values and the relatively low number of MC 85
candidates, which facilitates our analysis, we devote special at- 86
tention to velocity range around vLSR ⇡ 55 km s�1. The distribu- 87
tion of the Hi and 13CO emission in this velocity range, shown 88
in Fig. 12, suggests at first glimpse the correlation between a 89
large scale HISA ring, seen as the shadows in the Hi emission 90
maps, and a 13CO ring where the Rathborne et al. (2009) MC 91
candidates are located. The detailed values of V in this velocity 92
range, presented in Fig. 13, show a departure from the maxima 93
along the vHI ⇡ v13CO range, although this behavior is below the 94
3&V level in the 47.5 vLSR 62.5 km s�1. We detail the individ- 95
ual behavior toward di↵erent portions of this region by making 96
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Fig. 9: Results of the HOG analysis of the THOR Hi and GRS 13CO observations. Left. Projected Rayleigh statistic, V(v13CO, vHI),
the HOG statistical test of spatial correlation between Hi and 13CO velocity-channel maps, defined in Eq. (3). The contours indicate
the 3&V , 4&V , and 5&V levels in the corresponding velocity range. Right. Mean resultant vector length, r(v13CO, vHI), with the 3&V

confidence interval, a HOG metric that is roughly equivalent to the percentage of gradient pairs that imply the spatial correlation
between the velocity-channel maps, defined in Eq. (2).

Fig. 10: Intensity, intensity gradients, and relative orientation angle maps from the THOR Hi and GRS 13CO observations presented
in Fig, 7. Left. Hi (teal) and 13CO emission (red) in the velocity channels with the largest spatial correlation in the velocity range
�5 vLSR  30 km s�1, as inferred from the V values shown in Fig. 9. Middle left. Norm of the gradient of the Hi intensity map in the
indicated velocity channel. Middle right. Norm of the gradient of the 13CO intensity map in the indicated velocity channel. Right.

Relative orientation angle �, Eq. (1), between the gradients of the Hi and 13CO intensity maps in the indicated velocity channels. The
white color in the � map corresponds to areas where the gradient is not significant in either tracer, as estimated using the rejection
criteria described in App. A.2. The rectangle shows the block, selected from a 7⇥ 3 spatial grid, with the largest values of V . The
black circles in the rightmost panel correspond to the positions and e↵ective sizes of the MC candidates from the Rathborne et al.
(2009) catalog in the aforementioned velocity range.

use of the objects identified in the Rathborne et al. (2009) MC1
catalog. Note that Rathborne et al. (2009) employs just one of2
the multiple methods for producing MC catalogs from emission3
observations and the MC candidates identified there are not in-4
disputable. Here we use it just as a guide for our analysis of5
di↵erent portions of the studied area.6

The rightmost panel of Figure 14 reveals that in the veloc- 7
ity channel maps with the largest V values, the spatial corre- 8
lation between the Hi and the 13CO emission is located in ex- 9
tended patches. We further study these regions by estimating 10
the V values in the block with the highest V values and in the 11
e↵ective area covered by four of the Rathborne et al. (2009) 12
MC candidates; namely, GRS34.19+0.05, GRS34.47�0.67, 13

11
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Fig. 11: Same as Fig. 10 for 30 vLSR  60 km s�1 (top), 60 vLSR  90 km s�1 (middle), and 90 vLSR  120 km s�1 (bottom).
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Fig. 12: Integrated Hi (left) and 13CO (right) emission in the
range 47.5 vLSR  62.5 km s�1. The red circles in the left-hand-
side panel correspond to the Hii regions from the Anderson et al.
(2014) catalog in the aforementioned velocity range. The white
circles in the right-hand-side panel correspond to the positions
and e↵ective sizes of the MC candidates from the Rathborne
et al. (2009) catalog in the aforementioned velocity range.

GRS34.81+0.3, GRS34.98+0.27. We exclude from this analy-1
sis MC candidates GRS33.87�0.07 and GRS35.03�0.48, also2
found in the selected velocity range, given the partial cover-3
age of GRS33.87�0.07 and the low V values found toward4
GRS35.03�0.48.5

Figure 13 shows the correlation plane toward the block with6
the highest V values, indicated by the box in Fig. 14. Toward7
that portion of the map, the V values around vLSR ⇡ 55 km s�1 are8
maximum for vHI ⇡ v13CO in the range 47.5 vLSR 62.5 km s�1.9
This behavior is similar to that observed in the synthetic observa-10
tions presented in Sec. 3. However, it does not necessarily imply11
the presence of colliding clouds toward this region. Note that the12
block with the largest V value does not contain any identified Hii13
regions.14

5.2.1. V values toward MC candidates15

The correlation plane corresponding to the MC candidates16
GRS34.81+0.3, GRS34.98+0.27, and GRS34.19+0.05 show17
that the concentration of significantly high V values along18
vHI ⇡ v13CO is not a general trend. For example, toward19
G34.81+0.3 and G34.98+0.27 the V values, presented in Fig. 15,20
are large around vHI ⇡ v13CO, but also around v13CO ⇡ 52.5 and21
vHI ⇡ 57 km s�1. The latter implies morphological correlation in22
the distribution of the emission in channels maps with a veloc-23
ity o↵set of few kilometers per second. This velocity o↵set does24
not necessarily imply the flow of one tracer with respect to the25
other, as discussed in Sec. 3, but it does suggest a dynamic be-26
havior beyond that described by the colliding clouds.27

Even more interestingly, the HOG analysis toward28
GRS34.19+0.05 presented in Fig. 15 shows large V values29
distributed across a broad range of velocities, thus implying30
morphological correlations in velocity channels separated by31
up to a few kilometers per second. This behavior is not entirely32
unexpected if we consider that GRS34.19+0.05 contains the33
G34.256+0.136 Hii region at vLSR ⇡ 54 km s�1 that extends34
across an area of approximately 3.40 in diameter (Kuchar &35

Fig. 13: Top. Results of the HOG analysis of the THOR
Hi and GRS 13CO observations in the velocity range
47.5 vLSR  62.5 km s�1 over the region presented in Fig. 12.
Left. Projected Rayleigh statistic, V(v13CO, vHI), the HOG statis-
tical test of spatial correlation between Hi and 13CO velocity-
channel maps, defined in Eq. (3). The contours indicate the 3&V ,
4&V , and 5&V levels in the corresponding velocity range. Right.

Mean resultant vector length, r(v13CO, vHI), with the 3&V confi-
dence interval, a HOG metric that is roughly equivalent to the
percentage of gradient pairs that imply the spatial correlation
between the velocity-channel maps, defined in Eq. (2). Bottom.

Same for the maximum-V block shown in Fig. 14

Clark 1997; Kolpak et al. 2003; Anderson et al. 2014). At 36
glance, one could explain it by considering the Hi absorption 37
toward the Hii region that is present over a range of velocities, 38
but this would only produce a vertical stripe in the distribution 39
of V , that is high V values for a broad range of vHI and a narrow 40
range of v13CO. 41

It is plausible that the energy injection from the Hii re- 42
gion into the surrounding 13CO and Hi can produce the high 43
V values in a broad range of vHI and v13CO, by contrast, a re- 44
gion like GRS34.47�0.67 lacks an embedded energy source and 45
shows high V values only around vHI ⇡ v13CO. Molecular can- 46
didates GRS34.81+0.30 and GRS34.90+0.28 are also in the 47
vicinity of Hii regions in the right velocity range, in this case 48
G035.0528�00.5180 and G035.1992-01.7424 (Lumsden et al. 49
2013), yet their distribution of V values across vHI and v13CO 50
is not as broad as in GRS34.19+0.05. The study of dedicated 51
MHD simulations of the impact of Hii regions in a MC (see for 52
example, Geen et al. 2017; Kim et al. 2018) is necessary to un- 53
ambiguously describe the imprint of this kind of feedback in the 54
HOG correlation. 55

5.2.2. Is the spatial correlation between Hi and CO related to 56
Hi self-absorption? 57

The distribution of Hi and 13CO intensities shown in Fig. 12 and 58
Fig. 14 suggests that the high V values mostly correspond to 59
the spatial correlation between 13CO emission and the contours 60
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Fig. 14: Same as Fig. 10 for 47.5 vLSR  62.5 km s�1. The labels in the rightmost panel correspond to the MC candidates from the
Rathborne et al. (2009) catalog in this velocity range.

of regions with a relative decrease in the Hi intensity, which1
would be produced by HISA. To further explore this possibil-2
ity, we consider the Hi and 13CO spectra toward the MC can-3
didates GRS34.47�0.67, GRS34.19+0.05, GRS34.81+0.3, and4
GRS34.98+0.27.5

These spectra, presented in Fig. 16, suggest that toward the6
GRS34.19+0.05 and GRS34.98+0.27 MC candidates there are7
dips in the Hi emission around 50 km s�1 that can be associ-8
ated with the 13CO emission. Closer evaluation of the spectra to-9
ward these regions indicates that they correspond to HISA (Bihr10
2016; Wang et al. In prep.). However, the same is not true for11
GRS34.47�0.67 and GRS34.81+0.3, where the peaks in 13CO12
spectra do not seem associated with a decrease in the Hi that13
can be readily identified as HISA. It is possible that the CNM,14
which can be spatially correlated with the 13CO towards those15
two regions, does not have enough contrast with the hotter Hi16
background to produce a clearly identifiable HISA feature in the17
spectra. But it is also possible that there is a spatial correlation18
between the 13CO and the thermally unstable Hi, which does not19
produce HISA features, as it is shown in the synthetic observa-20
tions presented in App. C.1.21

5.3. HOG correlation at large separations between vHI and22
v13CO23

Fig. 9 shows that the most significant spatial correlation re-24
vealed by the HOG technique appears at vHI ⇡ v13CO. However,25
there is a substantial signal in both V and r in velocity chan-26
nels separated by tens of kilometers per second, for exam-27
ple, around v13CO ⇡ 10 km s�1 and 60. vHI . 100 km s�1 and28
v13CO ⇡ 50 km s�1 and 0. vHI . 40 km s�1. To explore the origin29
of these features, we consider the distribution of the gradients30
and relative orientation angles in Hi and 13CO velocity-channel31
pairs with high V that are separated by a few tens of kilometers32
per second.33

The gradients in the velocity-channel maps correspond-34
ing to vHI = 71.5 and v13CO = 11.4 km s�1, presented in the top35
panel in Fig. 17, indicate that there is indeed some extended36
correlation in the spatial distribution of both tracers around37

l⇡ 34.�5 and b⇡�1.�0. In this particular case, the 13CO dis- 38
tribution seems to be associated with some elongated Hi fea- 39
tures oriented at roughly 45� with respect to the vertical di- 40
rection. Similarly, the velocity-channel maps corresponding to 41
vHI = 5.5 and v13CO = 55.2 km s�1, presented in the bottom panel 42
in Fig. 17, also indicate some extended correlation around 43
l⇡ 35.�0 and b⇡ 1.�0. What distinguishes this correlation from 44
that found around vHI ⇡ v13CO is that in the former the high V 45
values, V > 5&V , appear just in a few scattered pairs of velocity 46
channels. In contrast the high V values around vHI ⇡ v13CO appear 47
distributed in several pairs of consecutive velocity channels. 48

The presence of the vertical stripes in the distribution of V 49
indicates that there is some degree of chance correlation wher- 50
ever there is significant 13CO emission, although in most cases it 51
is below the 5&V confidence level. This correlation is distributed 52
over a broad range of Hi velocity channels due to the fact that 53
there is Hi extended structure in all of them, thus increasing the 54
amount of chance correlation with the 13CO emission. This con- 55
clusion is confirmed by the presence of similar vertical stripes in 56
the null tests introduced in App. A.3, where the values of V can 57
only be the result of chance correlation. 58

6. Discussion 59

The analysis of the Hi and 13CO observations using the his- 60
togram of oriented gradients (HOG) technique produces three 61
main results that we discuss here. 62

1. There is a significant spatial correlation between the two 63
tracers in extended portions of the region studied. 64

2. When considering the spatial correlation revealed by the 65
HOG technique toward particular MC candidates, we find 66
that di↵erent clouds present substantial di↵erences in the ve- 67
locity ranges over which the HOG correlation is distributed. 68

3. Toward some of the MC candidates the HOG results imply a 69
morphological correlation in the emission of the two tracers 70
in velocity channels separated by up to a few kilometers per 71
second. 72
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Fig. 15: Same as Fig. 13 for MC candidates GRS34.47�0.67,
GRS34.81+0.3, GRS34.98+0.27, and GRS34.19+0.05.

6.1. Spatial correlation of Hi and 13CO1

Using HOG, we find evidences of the spatial correlation of2
Hi and 13CO, or more explicitly, we find that the two tracers3
have coincident intensity contours traced by the orientation of4
their gradients. We quantify this spatial correlation using the5
tools of circular statistics, namely, the projected Rayleigh statis-6
tic, V . Previous studies of the association between Hi absorp-7
tion features and molecular gas have been based on the agree-8
ment between the velocities, the close agreement of non-thermal9
line widths, and the matching of the inferred temperatures (e.g.,10
Kavars et al. 2003; Li & Goldsmith 2003; Barriault et al. 2010).11

In an overly simplistic model of the ISM, a spherical cloud12
of di↵use gas and dust in axisymmetric collapse immersed in a13

Fig. 16: Hi and 13CO spectra toward Rathborne et al. (2009) MC
candidates GRS34.47�0.67, GRS34.19+0.05, GRS34.81+0.3,
and GRS34.98+0.27. The solid and dotted lines represent the
mean spectra over their e↵ective area and toward the central po-
sition of the MC candidate, respectively.

bath of isotropic interstellar radiation begins to form a MC when 14
the column density gets su�ciently high that the gas/dust can 15
self-shield, the Hi converts to H2, and the 13CO appears toward 16
the center. In this toy model, the HOG correlation indicates that 17
some of the contours of the Hi emission match with the contours 18
of the 13CO emission, even if they do not share a boundary in 19
3D. Given that we are comparing the gradients, the HOG corre- 20
lation is not directly related to the correlation or anti-correlation 21
between the amount of atomic and molecular gas, but rather to 22
their spatial distributions. For this toy model cloud it is expected 23
that the gradients of the Hi and 13CO emission match, but this is 24
not necessarily the case for a real MC, where the density struc- 25
ture is much more complex and the spectra of both tracers are af- 26
fected by optical depth and self-absorption, such that even a per- 27
fect correlation between atomic and molecular hydrogen would 28
not necessarily result in a good correlation of the Hi and 13CO 29
maps. However, the results of the HOG analysis reveal that this 30
spatial correlation is present in the observations. 31

6.1.1. Hi self-absorption and 13CO 32

The observation of spatial correlation between Hi and 13CO has 33
been reported in previous studies of the association of molecular 34
gas and Hi self-absorption (HISA) features (Gibson et al. 2005) 35
and narrow Hi self-absorption (HINSA) features (Goldsmith & 36
Li 2005; Krčo et al. 2008). However, it was limited by the pro- 37
cess of identification and extraction of HISA features, which en- 38
tails a particular level of complexity. In our blind approach, the 39
Hi contours are not particularly associated to the cold gas pro- 40
ducing the HISAs, but are rather any contour features that char- 41
acterize the map. Then, it is convenient to discuss how an object 42
that in principle has no defined edges, such as a cloud of gas 43
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Fig. 17: Same as Fig. 10 for two pairs of Hi and 13CO velocity channels maps with high spatial correlation, as inferred from the V

values in Fig. 9, but large di↵erence between the velocities vHI and v13CO.

in the ISM, can produce structures that can be identified in two1
di↵erent tracers.2

Heiles & Troland (2003) indicate that a model of CNM3
cores contained in WNM envelopes, as suggested in McKee4
& Ostriker (1977), provides a good description of the data to-5
ward many sources. Additionally, some of these Hi envelopes are6
identified around MCs (e.g., Wannier et al. 1983; Stanimirović7
et al. 2014). In the turbulent ISM these di↵erent phases are not8
contained within each other like a matryoshka doll; there are no9
clearly defined boundaries but rather gradients that depend on10
the distribution of column density structure, radiation field, and11
spin temperature. Those are the gradients that we consider as po-12
tentially responsible for the signal that is found using the HOG13
technique.14

For the particular case of the comparison of Hi and 13CO,15
the conditions of the transition between Hi and H2 and the re-16
lation between H2 and 13CO that are ultimately responsible for17
the observed emission gradients are very hard to determine for a18
random MC candidate. The HOG technique does not address the19
physical and chemical phenomena that produce those gradients,20

but rather embraces their complexity following a phenomeno- 21
logical and statistical approach to find out where are they coin- 22
cident and what do they reveal about the MC formation process. 23

It is unexpected that the Hi and 13CO have a tendency to have 24
coincident intensity contours unless these arise from regions of 25
Hi self-absorption, as supported by the simulation analysis pre- 26
sented in Sec. 3. However, the observed spatial correlation is 27
not exclusively related to HISA features, as shown in Sec. 5.2.2. 28
This indicates two possibilities: either the spatial correlations are 29
related to self-absorption that is not evident in the central and 30
average spectra presented in Fig. 16, or the spatial correlation is 31
produced by the general Hi emission. The first possibility calls 32
for the combination of HOG and the dedicated identification of 33
HISA, which we will address in a subsequent publication (Wang 34
et al. In prep.). The second possibility implies that the interpre- 35
tation of the HOG results is less simple than what is inferred 36
from the study of the atomic-cloud-collision MHD simulations 37
presented in Sec. 3. For a given velocity channel, the Hi sig- 38
nal is contributed from gas parcels both within the cloud/cloud 39
envelope and material not physically associated with the cloud 40
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but with one with broad velocity dispersion that leaks into the1
cloud velocity interval. Although the study of the MHD simu-2
lations without Hi emission background, presented in App. C,3
shows that there is a significant level of spatial correlation be-4
tween Hi and 13CO even without the explicit presence of Hi self-5
absorption, the general interpretation of the spatial correlation6
between the two tracers will have to be supported by further7
study of MHD simulations and synthetic observations that re-8
produce the HISAs better.9

6.1.2. Emission background10

In contrast to the continuum emission maps in the applica-11
tion of the HOG to the Planck data (Soler et al. 2013; Planck12
Collaboration Int. XXXV 2016), the velocity channels in this13
analysis include a background component that is not simply the14
result of the integration of the emission along the line of sight.15
A particular velocity channel map potentially includes contribu-16
tions from structures that are not physically connected but pro-17
duce emission at the same velocity, for example, emission from18
locations of the Galaxy that have the same vLSR or from portions19
of unconnected expanding shells, spiral shocks, or non-circular20
motions near the Galactic bar. The HOG technique evaluates21
the morphological correlation between the intensity maps of two22
tracers, independent of the physical conditions producing the ob-23
served intensity distribution in a particular velocity channel map.24
In principle, it is sensitive to the chance correlation introduced25
by this emission background. However, it is unlikely that this26
background emission from disconnected regions has a similar27
structure and would produce singularly high spatial correlation28
between the considered tracers.29

In the Reid et al. (2014) spiral arm model A5 around30
Galactic longitude l⇡ 34.�5, the velocities vLSR ⇡ 12, 42,31
and 54 km s�1 correspond to kinematic distances of roughly32
0.78± 0.45, 2.57± 0.37, and 3.21± 0.36 kpc in the near side of33
the Galaxy and approximately 12.67± 0.46, 10.97± 0.37 and34
10.36± 0.35 kpc in the far side3. These large di↵erences be-35
tween the near and far distances make it unlikely that the mor-36
phological correlations between Hi and 13CO structures iden-37
tified in the HOG analysis around those velocities are signifi-38
cantly a↵ected by emission from the other side of the Galaxy.39
For the same Galactic longitude, the estimated gap between the40
near and far kinematic distances is lower for larger vLSR, for41
example, it is around 1.45 kpc for vLSR ⇡ 100 km s�1 and close42
to zero close to the tangent point, at roughly vLSR ⇡ 120 km s�1.43
However, it is di�cult to assess if the lack of HOG correlation44
at vLSR > 90 km s�1 can be entirely attributed to the blending of45
density structures into the same velocity range.46

If we consider a CO cloud with line-of-sight velocity (LOS)47
v0 located directly in front of an expanding Hi shell with mean48
LOS velocity v1 and expansion velocity ve, the value of V corre-49
sponding to the spatial correlation between the emission of the50
two tracers at v0 would not exclusively be that of the CO cloud51
and its atomic envelope, but would also include the emission52
from the portion of the shell moving at v0 = v1+ve. If the Hi shell53
is spatially disconnected from the CO cloud, there is no reason54
why the spatial distribution of the its Hi emission at v0 should55
be correlated with the CO emission and its contribution to the56
estimated values of V is that of chance correlation. This chance57
correlation is well exemplified toward W44, where the expan-58
sion of the supernova remnant potentially contributes to the Hi59

3 BeSSeL survey revised kinematic distance calculator
http://bessel.vlbi-astrometry.org

emission over a broad range of velocity channels, approximately 60
10< vLSR < 45 km s�1 as inferred from Fig. 8, but there is not an 61
exceptionally high spatial correlation with the 13CO emission in 62
that velocity range, as shown in Fig. 9. 63

6.2. The Hi and 13CO correlation in different environments 64

When separating the region in individual MC candidates we find 65
three interesting cases in terms of the spatial correlation inferred 66
from V , all illustrated in Fig. 15. First, MCs where the Hi and 67
13CO emission appear correlated at roughly the same velocities. 68
Second, clouds that show correlation around vHI ⇡ v13CO and also 69
correlation in some Hi and 13CO velocity channels separated by 70
a few kilometers per second. Third, clouds that show correlation 71
between Hi and 13CO in many velocity channels distributed on 72
a broad velocity range. Only the first case is arguably consistent 73
with the synthetic observations of the Clark et al. (2018) collid- 74
ing flows simulation. 75

The GRS34.19+0.05 MC candidate presents high V values 76
close to vHI ⇡ v13CO. This trend is very similar to that found in 77
the synthetic observations presented in Sec. 3, however, it does 78
not necessarily imply that this specific configuration corresponds 79
to the physics responsible for the observed values. In principle, 80
this spatial correlation is expected if the atomic and molecular 81
gases are both cospatial and comoving. The spatial correlation, 82
illustrated in Fig. 14, corresponds to the 13CO emission associ- 83
ated with a relative decrease in the Hi intensity, which is most 84
likely produced by HISA (Bihr 2016; Wang et al. In prep.), thus 85
suggesting that the observed correlation corresponds to that be- 86
tween the molecular gas sampled by 13CO and the CNM. 87

The MC candidates GRS34.81+0.3 and GRS34.98+0.27 88
present high V values close to vHI ⇡ v13CO, but they also show 89
significant V values around v13CO = 52.5 and vHI = 56 km s�1. 90
This significant velocity o↵set is not reproduced by the synthetic 91
observations presented in Sec. 3, although velocity o↵sets have 92
been traditionally associated with relative motions between the 93
tracers (e.g., Motte et al. 2014). One possible explanation to this 94
observation is the potential superposition of clouds along the line 95
of sight (Beaumont et al. 2013). However, it is unlikely that spa- 96
tially separated parcels of Hi can have such a high spatial correla- 97
tion with the same 13CO cloud. Another possibility is that the Hii 98
regions introduce a velocity o↵set between the dense molecular 99
gas and the less dense atomic gas. A final possibility is that more 100
general conditions than those in the Sec. 3 synthetic observations 101
can produce this trend. We discuss the latter two possibilities in 102
more detail in Sec. 6.3. 103

The deviation from the clustering of high V values around 104
vHI ⇡ v13CO is more evident toward GRS34.19+0.05. There, 105
the broad range of velocities with large V can in principle 106
be related to the e↵ects of the Hii regions G34.256+0.136 107
and G34.172+0.175 and the presence of infrared bubbles 108
(Churchwell et al. 2006; Xu et al. 2016). It is worth noting that 109
observationally, the MCs are arbitrarily defined identities, the 110
spatial and velocity associations of 13CO that we call MCs may 111
not correspond to an individual objects with well defined bound- 112
aries. So, in general terms, what we are finding with the HOG 113
is that the proximity of Hii regions or the relative isolation is 114
related to di↵erent behaviors of the spatial correlation sampled 115
by V , and not necessarily that there are two types of MCs in the 116
catalog. 117
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6.3. Potential causes of the Hi and 13CO velocity offsets1

6.3.1. Cloud evolution2

Ionizing radiation from high-mass stars creates Hii regions,3
while stellar winds and supernovae drive the matter in star-4
forming MCs into thin shells. These shells are accelerated by the5
combined e↵ect of winds, radiation pressure, and supernova ex-6
plosions (see Rahner et al. 2017, and references there in). Under7
the influence of the wind responsible for the shell expansion, the8
surrounding gas is accelerated, but the less dense atomic gas is9
accelerated more so that over time, a velocity di↵erence is accu-10
mulated between it and the molecular gas (Pound & Goodman11
1997; Pellegrini et al. 2007).12

We considered this scenario of cloud evolution in the study13
of the THOR data towards the W49A region, where we found14
that cloud structure and dynamics of the region are in agreement15
with a feedback-driven shell that is re-collapsing due to the grav-16
itational attraction Rugel et al. (2018). However, this is the first17
study where we include the atomic gas that is associated to the18
star-forming cloud. Potentially, the velocity separation between19
spatially-correlated Hi and 13CO channel maps can be used to20
study the energy input from Hii, but fully exploring that possibil-21
ity requires additional analysis of models and MHD simulations22
that are beyond the scope of this work.23

6.3.2. Cloud formation24

Our analysis of MHD simulations, presented in Sec. 3, suggests25
that the ideal head-on collision of atomic clouds does not repro-26
duce the velocity o↵set between the velocity channels with high27
spatial correlation revealed by the HOG analysis. However, it28
is expected that more general MC-formation conditions; such29
as not-head-on collisions, Galactic shear, and di↵erent mean30
magnetic field orientation with respect to the collision axis;31
could produce di↵erent correlations between the atomic and the32
molecular emission. Indeed, numerical studies of the thermally33
bistable and turbulent atomic gas show that once formed, the34
CNM gas is dynamically stable and individual CNM structures35
have supersonic relative motions that are related to the dynamic36
of the WNM (Heitsch et al. 2006; Hennebelle & Audit 2007;37
Saury et al. 2014). For example, the presence of the magnetic38
field would impose an anisotropy in the flows and if two fronts of39
atomic gas were not directed parallel to the magnetic field lines,40
they would have to re-orient themselves and the accumulation41
of dense gas can appear at a di↵erent velocity with respect to42
the flow of gas that is producing it (Hennebelle & Pérault 2000;43
Hartmann et al. 2001; Soler & Hennebelle 2017). In a similar44
way, the Galactic shear, the spiral-arm gravitational potential, or45
simply the angle between the shock fronts of gas pushed by the46
ram pressure of supernovae can produce anisotropies that could47
potentially lead to velocity o↵sets observed between the atomic48
and molecular tracers.49

In order to test the aforementioned hypothesis, we per-50
formed a quick experiment in a segment of one of the stratified,51
supernova-regulated, 1 kpc-scale, magnetized ISM magneto-52
hydrodynamical simulations presented in Hennebelle (2018).53
These simulations trace the evolution of the supernova-regulated54
multi-phase ISM and, although they do not explicitly estimate55
the formation of molecular gas, they provide self-consistent ini-56
tial conditions for the dynamics of the bistable atomic gas. In57
this simulation, the presence of multiple shock fronts produced58
by the supernovae explosions makes it extremely unlikely that59
the accumulation of the dense gas, which can potentially be-60

come a MC, is the result of just one collision of atomic flows 61
or the isotropic collapse into one gravitational potential well. In 62
that sense, the accumulation of dense gas in this simulated vol- 63
ume represents a MC formation scenario that is less dependent 64
on the initial conditions of the simulation. 65

We selected a (20 pc)3 volume around a density structure 66
identified using a friend-of-friends (FoFs) algorithm with a 67
threshold density nC = 103 cm�3. Although the FoFs algorithm 68
is not optimal for the general selection of connected structures, 69
in this case we simply use it to identify a reference parcel of gas. 70
We applied the HOG technique to synthetic observations of Hi 71
and 13CO emission produced using simple density and tempera- 72
ture thresholds, which is not an optimal approach but it is su�- 73
cient for our quick experiment. We refer to App. C.2 for further 74
details on these synthetic observations. 75

The results of the HOG analysis, shown in Fig. 18, indicate 76
not only the spatial correlation in velocity channels vHI ⇡v13CO, 77
but also a significant correlation in Hi and 13CO velocity chan- 78
nels separated by a few kilometers per second. These o↵sets are 79
persistent for roughly 105 years in the simulation and change 80
throughout the evolution of the region. Their presence alone does 81
not clarify the origin of the o↵sets seen in the analysis of the ob- 82
servations, but suggests that HOG can potentially constitute a 83
good metric for the study of the cloud evolution and formation 84
in numerical simulations. A detailed study of the prevalence of 85
these trends and the physical conditions that produce it in this 86
particular set of MHD simulations is beyond the scope of this 87
work, but constitutes an obvious step to follow in a forthcoming 88
analysis. The main goal of such a study is to identify if the spatial 89
correlation obtained with HOG can be related to the gas motions 90
in MCs that have formed self-consistently within the kilo-parsec 91
numerical simulation and compare its results with other com- 92
plementary techniques used to characterize the MC kinematics 93
(e.g., Lazarian & Pogosyan 2000; Henshaw et al. 2016; Chira 94
et al. Submitted.). 95

Fig. 18: Results of the HOG analysis of the Hi (left) and the
13CO synthetic observations of a segment of the 1-kpc strati-
fied box MHD simulations presented in Hennebelle (2018) and
detailed in Appendix C.2. Left. Projected Rayleigh statistic,
V(v13CO, vHI), the HOG statistical test of spatial correlation be-
tween Hi and 13CO velocity-channel maps, defined in Eq. (3).
The contours indicate the 3&V , 4&V , and 5&V levels in the cor-
responding velocity range. Right. Mean resultant vector length,
r(v13CO, vHI), with the 3&V confidence interval, a HOG metric
that is roughly equivalent to the percentage of gradient pairs that
imply the spatial correlation between the velocity-channel maps,
defined in Eq. (2).
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7. Conclusions and perspectives1

We characterize the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG), a2
tool developed for machine vision that we employ in the study3
of spectral line observations of atomic and molecular gas. This4
technique does not assume the organization of the atomic or5
molecular gas in clouds or complexes. In that sense, it constitutes6
a “blind” estimator of the coincidence in the spatial distribution7
of the two tracers.8

We applied HOG to a set of synthetic Hi and 13CO observa-9
tions from a MHD simulation of MC formation in the collision10
of two atomic clouds. There we find significant spatial correla-11
tion between the synthetic Hi and 13CO emission contours across12
a broad range of velocity channels. The highest spatial correla-13
tion appears around velocity channel pairs with vHI ⇡ v13CO in-14
dependently of the cloud-collision direction with respect to the15
line of sight.16

Using HOG, we studied the spatial correlation of Hi and17
13CO emission observations toward a portion of the Galactic18
plane. We significant spatial correlation between the Hi and19
13CO emission. The highest spatial correlation appears around20
velocity channel pairs with vHI ⇡ v13CO, although in some regions21
there is significant correlation in Hi and 13CO velocity channels22
separated by a few kilometers per second.23

We used the catalog of MC candidates derived from the 13CO24
observations (Rathborne et al. 2009) to analyze the spatial cor-25
relation toward particular objects. Part of the spatial correlation26
identified with the HOG technique appears to be associated with27
these MC candidates, however, there are extended portions of28
the maps that are spatially correlated and do not correspond to29
any of them. The HOG results indicate a di↵erent spatial corre-30
lation across velocity channels between the two tracers towards31
MC candidates in the proximity of Hii regions. This observation32
can be interpreted in two ways: either the Hii regions are produc-33
ing this particular dynamical behavior, by their input of energy34
that potentially a↵ects the atomic and the molecular medium in35
di↵erent ways, or the regions with this dynamical behavior are36
the ones producing Hii regions, by resulting from e�cient accu-37
mulation of gas. Either scenario is worth exploring in the future38
using dedicated synthetic observations of MHD simulations.39

We showed that the significant correlation in Hi and 13CO40
velocity channels separated by a few km s�1 is also found in41
the synthetic observations of a portion of an MHD simulation42
with multiple supernovae explosions in a multiphase magnetized43
medium. But the identification of the physical conditions that44
produce this velocity o↵set and its importance for identifying a45
particular mechanism of MC formation will be the subject of fu-46
ture work based on MHD simulations. In the observational front,47
we will also continue this work by extending the HOG analysis48
to the full extent of the THOR observations, using of improved49
MC catalogs to evaluate HOG toward individual objects, and the50
combining HOG with the identification of the physical proper-51
ties of the Hi gas.52

We conclude that the HOG is a useful tool to evaluate the53
spatial correlation between tracers of di↵erent regimes of the54
ISM. In this particular case, we used the extended Hi and 13CO55
emission to characterize MCs, but HOG can be used for the sys-56
tematic comparison of extended observations of other tracers in57
Galactic and extragalactic targets. The broad range of scales, the58
diversity of physical conditions, and the large volumes of ob-59
served and simulated data make understanding of the dynamical60
behavior of the ISM a big-data problem. Hiding within those61
mounds of data are the trends that reveal what determines where62
and when stars form. HOG constitutes just one of the multiple63

data-driven tools that in the future should pave the way to a more 64
comprehensive picture of the ISM. 65
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Appendix A: Histograms of oriented gradients 102

A.1. Computation of the gradient 103

In the HOG, the computation of the gradient is performed by 104
convolving the individual velocity-channel maps with the deriva- 105
tive of a two-dimensional Gaussian, what is known as a Gaussian 106
derivative (Soler et al. 2013). The size of the Gaussian deter- 107
mines the area of the vicinity over which the gradient will be 108
calculated. Varying the size of the Gaussian kernel enables the 109
sampling of di↵erent scales and reduces the e↵ect of noise in the 110
pixels. 111

In algebraic terms, we estimate the gradient of the k-th ve-
locity channel of the PPV cube Ii j,k, where the indexes i and j

run over the spatial coordinates x and y, by computing

rIi j,k = Ii j,k ⌦ r
0
BBBB@A exp

2
66664�

x
2

2�2
g
� y

2

2�2
g

3
77775
1
CCCCA , (A.1)

where ⌦ is the convolution operator, r represents the standard 112
gradient calculated using forward di↵erences of adjacent pix- 113
els, and A is a normalization factor, such that the integral of the 114
Gaussian function equals unity. For the sake of simplicity, we 115
choose the same variance �g of the Gaussian function in the x- 116
and y-direction. In practice, we apply the Gaussian filter routine 117
in the multi-dimensional image processing ndimage package of 118
scipy with reflecting boundary conditions. 119

Figure A.1 illustrates the e↵ect of the derivative kernel size 120
in the HOG analysis. The gradient diameter sets the spatial 121
scale of the intensity contours that we compare using the gra- 122
dient and consequently, it corresponds to the size of the corre- 123
lated patches in the maps of �, shown in the rightmost panel 124
of Fig. A.1. However, we note that the regions of the map with 125
�⇡ 0� are persistent across derivative kernels with FWHM= 4600 126
(GRS data resolution), 6000, 9000 (shown in Fig. 14), and 10500. 127
Additionally, the shape of the HOGs is not significantly changed 128
by the selection of the kernel size in the aforementioned range, 129
as shown in Fig. A.2. This is not entirely unexpected given that 130
the structures in the velocity-channel maps show spatial corre- 131
lations across multiple scales (see for example Lazarian 2000; 132
Brunt et al. 2003). 133

Despite the fact that the HOG results are persistent for the 134
selected derivative kernel sizes, this may not always be the case. 135
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On the one hand, the selection of a very large derivative gradient1
would wash out the signal and will not profit from the angular2
resolution of the observations. On the other hand, using a very3
small derivative gradient will make more evident the features4
produce by noise and non-ideal telescope beams. Given that to5
first order the selection of the kernel size between 4600 and 105006
does not significantly change the correlation that we report in7
this paper, as we further discuss in Sec. A.4, we have chosen to8
report the results of the analysis using the 9000 kernel, which is9
roughly twice the angular resolution of the THOR and GRS data10
(40 and 4600, respectively) and reduces most of the interferome-11
ter features in the THOR Hi observations. In the future we will12
explore in detail further improvements that could be obtained13
with the selection of the derivative kernel sizes.14

A.2. Gradient selection15

The observed signal in the k-th velocity channel can be inter-
preted as

Ii j,k = I
0
i j,k + �i j,k, (A.2)

where I
0
i j,k is the emission and �i j,k the noise in the map. The

gradient of the observed velocity-channel maps can be written
as

rIi j,k = rI
0
i j,k + r(�i j,k). (A.3)

We quantify the contribution of the noise to the gradient by
evaluating rIi j,k in velocity-channel maps without signal. For
that purpose, we identify the velocity-channel map, Ii j,k0 , with
the lowest average emission and compute the reference noise in-
tensity

I
N ⌘

rD
I

2
i j,k0

E
i j
, (A.4)

where h· · · ii j denotes the average over the spatial coordinates.
Then, we compute the average intensity gradient in that velocity-
channel map,

|rI
N| ⌘

D
|r(Ii j,k0 )|

E
i j
, (A.5)

where | · · · | denotes the norm of the vector.16
Assuming that I

N is a good approximation for �i j,k and |rI
N|17

is representative of r(�i j,k), we compute the HOG using only the18
gradients in regions of each velocity map where Ii j,k � 5I

N and19
|rIi j,k | � 5|rI

N|. The first criterion guarantees that the gradients20
are not coming from a region of the map with low signal-to-21
noise ratio (S/N). The second criterion guarantees that the gradi-22
ents are larger than those produced by the noise in the velocity-23
channel maps. Additionally, we exclude the gradients that are24
within a distance �g, as defined in Eq. (A.1), from the map edge.25

A potential source of noise in the gradients is the presence of26
features from the image reconstruction of interferometric data,27
as is the case in the THOR Hi observations. The noise in the28
THOR maps is highly non-uniform and non-Gaussian, so us-29
ing the simple spatial average of the gradient of the noise to30
judge the significance of the intensity gradients may be insuf-31
ficient. However, given that we are comparing the interferomet-32
ric observations with single-dish observations, these spatial fea-33
tures would only be present in the Hi velocity-channel maps34
and they would only contribute to the chance correlation be-35
tween them. Additionally, the smoothing implied in the Gaussian36
derivative operation mitigates the e↵ect of non-uniform noise.37
Further studies of the e↵ect of noise on the intensity gradients in38
the specific context of the GRS 13CO and THOR Hi analysis are39
presented in Sec. B.1 and Sec. B.2.40

A.3. Statistical evaluation of the HOG results. 41

In the histograms of relative orientation (HOG) method we have 42
a set of orientation angles �k in the range [�⇡/2, ⇡/2], estimated 43
from Eq. (1). To test for uniformity of these data we map each 44
angle into twice itself, i.e. ✓k ! ✓= 2�k. This method of angle 45
doubling is a common technique for converting axial data, which 46
carries information about the orientation and not the direction, to 47
circular data, in order to utilize the tools of circular statistics (see 48
Jow et al. 2018, and references therein). 49

We present the results of the HOG analysis using the resul- 50
tant vector length, r, which we define in Eq. (A.8). This is a nor- 51
malized quantity that, to zeroth order, can be interpreted as the 52
fraction of parallel gradient vectors and encapsulates the infor- 53
mation in the HOGs. However, the value of r is purely descrip- 54
tive. To quantify the statistical significance of r values we apply 55
the projected Rayleigh test: a test that the angle distribution is 56
peaked at 0�, that is, that it represents mostly parallel gradient 57
vectors. 58

A.3.1. The mean resultant vector length 59

The first step in the analysis of relative orientations is the defi-
nition of the resultant vector length (Batschelet 1981). Given a
set ✓k of N angles, one can associate them with a set of unitary
vectors. In a rectangular x, y-coordinate system, the components
of the unit vectors are

xk = cos ✓k and yk = sin ✓k. (A.6)

The sum of vectors, also called the resultant vector, has com-
ponents

X =

NX

k

wk cos ✓k and Y =

NX

k

wk sin ✓k, (A.7)

where wk is the statistical weight associated to the angle �k. 60
The length r of the mean vector is simply

r =
1

P
N

k
wk

(X2 + Y
2)1/2. (A.8)

If the resultant vector length is close to zero, then no single pre- 61
ferred direction exists. This may be the case where all direc- 62
tions are equally likely, that is, a uniform distribution of angles. 63
This may also be the case with certain multi-modal distributions, 64
for example, when two opposite directions are equally probable. 65
The statistical significance of a preferential relative orientation 66
is evaluated by testing whether r di↵ers from zero significantly. 67

The mean resultant vector length r is the normalized quan- 68
tity that we use to systematically characterize the histograms 69
of oriented gradients (HOGs), which we show for reference in 70
Fig. A.2. If all the angles ✓k are identical, r= 1. If the angles ✓k 71
are uniformly distributed, r is close to zero. If the angles ✓k are 72
not uniformly distributed, r is larger than zero and roughly cor- 73
responds to the percentage of angles that represent a preferential 74
orientation. Figure A.3 shows the values of r obtained from the 75
relative orientation angles estimated using Eq. (1) in the Hi and 76
13CO emission maps at the indicated velocities. 77

A.3.2. The projected Rayleigh statistic 78

The Rayleigh test is used to determine whether or not a set of 79
angles are uniformly distributed (Rayleigh 1879). The Rayleigh 80
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Fig. A.1: Same as Fig. 14 for derivative kernels with 4600 (top), 6000 (middle), and 10500 FWHM (bottom).

test assumes that the sample is generated from a von Mises distri-1
bution, that is, a continuous probability distribution on the circle,2

a close approximation to the wrapped normal distribution, which 3
is the circular analogue of the normal distribution. That means 4
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Fig. A.2: Histograms of oriented gradients (HOGs) correspond-
ing to analysis presented in Fig. A.1. They correspond to deriva-
tive kernels with 4600 (top left), 6000 (top right), 9000 (bottom left)
and 10500 (bottom right) FWHM.

Fig. A.3: Mean resultant vector length, r(v13CO, vHI), as defined
in Eq. (A.8), for the relative orientation angles �, Eq. (1), calcu-
lated from the Hi and 13CO velocity-channel maps in the range
30< vLSR < 60 km s�1. The contours are at the 3&V and 4�r lev-
els, where �r represents the standard deviation of r(v13CO, vHI)
in the indicated velocity range.

that it should be used only when the distribution is unimodal. In1
the Rayleigh test, under the null hypothesis H0 the population is2
uniformly distributed around the circle. Under the alternative hy-3
pothesis HA the population is not distributed uniformly around4
the circle.5

In the Rayleigh test, if the magnitude of the mean resultant
length in the most common instance of unspecified mean direc-
tion, defined as

Z ⌘ (X2 + Y
2)1/2 =

2
666664r

2
NX

k

wk

3
777775

1/2

, (A.9)

is large, the null hypothesis H0 is rejected. This can be inter- 6
preted as the net displacement of a random walk with N steps, 7
each with a corresponding length wk. If the angles ✓k are uni- 8
formly distributed, the net displacement is close to zero. If the 9
angles ✓k are not uniformly distributed, the net displacement is 10
larger than zero. 11

Figure A.4 shows the results of the Rayleigh test applied 12
to the same observations presented in Fig. A.3. The values of 13
Z clearly show that many of the points where the values of r 14
were significant do not pass the non-uniformity test. Most of the 15
high-Z values are located along the diagonal of the plot, that 16
is, in emission maps corresponding to velocity channels where 17
vHI ⇡ v13CO. To account for the correlation by random chance, we 18
consider only the values which are above three times the stan- 19
dard deviation of Z within the selected velocity range. 20

Fig. A.4: Rayleigh statistic Z, as defined in Eq. (A.9), for the
relative orientation angles � calculated between Hi and 13CO
velocity-channel maps in the range 30< vLSR < 60 km s�1. The
contours represent the 3�Z and 4�Z contours, where �Z repre-
sents the standard deviation of Z within the indicated velocity
range.

In the HOG application, we are interested in testing whether 21
the relative orientation is preferentially parallel (corresponding 22
to �i = 0) and what is the statistical strength of that trend. To 23
perform that test we use the projected Rayleigh statistic (PRS, 24
Jow et al. 2018), also known in its general form as the V statistic 25
(Durand & Greenwood 1958; Mardia 1972). 26

The null hypothesis H0 that we test is randomness, which
means that the angles of the sample are independent observa-
tions from a uniform circular distribution. The V test for circular
uniformity is similar to the Rayleigh test with the di↵erence that
under the alternative hypothesis HA is assumed to have a known
mean direction, which in our case corresponds to ✓A = 0�. In that
particular case, the PRS is

V =

P
N

k
wk cos 2�kqP

N

k
(wk)2/2

, (A.10)

where wk is the statistical weight assigned to the angle �k. 27
In our application, V > 0 indicates mostly parallel relative 28

orientation between the gradient vectors. The values V < 0 cor- 29
respond to the mostly perpendicular relative orientation between 30
the gradient vectors, which does not carry any particular signifi- 31
cance when comparing two images, but it is important when this 32
test is used in the study of the relative orientation between col- 33
umn density structures and the magnetic field (Soler et al. 2017; 34
Jow et al. 2018). 35
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The top panel of Fig. A.5 shows the results of the project
Rayleigh test applied to the same observations considered in
Fig. A.4. As in the case of Z, most of the high-V values are
located along the diagonal of the plot, that is, in emission maps
corresponding to velocity channels with vHI ⇡ v13CO. The asymp-
totic limit of the V distribution, in the large N limit, is the stan-
dard normal distribution (Jow et al. 2018). Thus, for a general
distribution of angles, the variance in V is simply the variance of
each cos(2�)/

p
1/2 and can be estimated as

�V =
2
P

N

k
(cos 2�k)2 � V

2

N
. (A.11)

Note that this value corresponds to the variance in the distribu-1
tion of V for a particular pair of velocity channels maps, shown2
in the top-middle panel of Fig. A.5. In general, the values derived3
from Eq. A.11 are smaller than those that arise from the random4
correlation between velocity channels, &V , which is estimated5
using Eq. 5, hence we use the latter to report the statistical sig-6
nificance of the V values. For the sake of completeness, we also7
report in Fig. A.5 the values of �MC

V
derived from the Monte8

Carlo sampling introduced in Sec. B.1. The large di↵erence be-9
tween the �V values derived from Eq. (A.11) and �MC

V
confirms10

the inadequacy of the assumption of statistically independent an-11
gles in the analysis of the HOG results. Once pre-selected using12
the values of &V , the values of r roughly corresponds to the frac-13
tion of parallel gradient vectors. This selection leads to the val-14
ues presented in the bottom panel of Fig. A.5.15

We also calculated the alignment measurement (AM), an al-
ternative method for estimating the degree of alignment between
vectors. The alignment measurement is widely used in the study
of dust grain alignment with magnetic fields (see for example,
Lazarian & Hoang 2007) and also in the family of papers repre-
sented by Lazarian & Yuen (2018). The calculation of this quan-
tity is made using

AM =
D
2 cos �i j � 1

E
i j
, (A.12)

where h· · · ii j represents the average over the relative orientation16
angles. The values of AM, shown in Fig. A.6, present a very17
similar trend to that found with V , although the AM has a shorter18
dynamic range than V , that is, the contrast between regions with19
low and high correlation is much lower.20

A.4. Derivative kernel size21

We discussed the e↵ect of the derivative kernel size in the rel-22
ative orientation angle, �, maps and the HOGs in Sec. A.1.23
Here we consider the e↵ect of the derivative kernel size in the24
distribution of V and r. Figure A.7 show the values of both25
quantities for derivative kernels with 4600, 6000, 7500, and 1050026
FWHM. It is clear from the distribution of these two quantities27
that the kernel size does not significantly a↵ect the positions of28
the high-V velocity ranges or their corresponding range of r val-29
ues. However, the level of significance of the o↵-diagonal high-30
V regions around vHI ⇡ v13CO ⇡ 55 km s�1 changes depending on31
the size of the derivative kernel.32

Appendix B: Statistical significance of the HOG33

method34

B.1. Impact of noise in the HOG results35

Throughout this paper, we have reported the results of the HOG36
analysis based on the selection of gradients in pixels with inten-37
sities a number of times above the noise level. Here we detail the38

Fig. A.5: From top to bottom: projected Rayleigh statistic (V ,
Eq. A.10), its variance (�V , Eq. A.11), its variance estimated
using the Monte Carlo sampling introduced in Sec. B.1, and r

values from channel pairs with V > 3&V , where &V represents
the population variance of V in the indicated velocity range, as
estimated from Eq. 5. These values correspond to the relative
orientation angles � calculated between Hi and 13CO velocity-
channel maps in the range 30< vLSR < 60 km s�1.
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Fig. A.6: Alignment measurement (AM), the method for esti-
mating the degree of alignment between vectors introduced in
(Lazarian & Hoang 2007), for the relative orientation angles �
calculated between Hi and 13CO velocity-channel maps in the
range 30< vLSR < 60 km s�1.

e↵ect of this gradient selection threshold and present an alterna-1
tive method based on Monte Carlo sampling to quantify the ef-2
fect of noise and propagate the observation errors into the HOG3
results.4

B.1.1. Gradient selection threshold5

One approach to the estimation of the V values is the selection6
of the gradient vectors based on the intensity signal-to-noise ra-7
tio (S/N), as described in Sec. A.2. Given that the gradients are8
independent of the intensity, this selection aims to guarantee that9
the relative orientation angles used in the calculation of V come10
from regions that are not dominated by noise. Although this ap-11
proach is very practical, it reduces the number of samples on12
which to derive the projected Rayleigh statistic, as illustrated in13
Fig. B.1.14

To illustrate the e↵ect of the gradient selection on the val-15
ues of V , we present in Fig. B.2 the results of the HOG analy-16
sis applied to the Hi and 13CO PPV cubes in the velocity range17
30 vLSR  60 km s�1 after four di↵erent selections of the inten-18
sity S/N threshold. It is clear from the general distribution of V in19
this particular velocity range that the results of the HOG analysis20
do not critically depend on the selection of the threshold. There21
are two main reasons that potentially explain this result. First,22
the regions that dominate the signal in V are those with high23
intensity S/N and consequently, the V values are una↵ected by24
the intensity threshold. Second, if the noise were uniform across25
the velocity-channel maps, the regions with low signal to noise26
would have randomly-oriented gradients that are uncorrelated in27
both tracers and thus would not significantly a↵ect the distribu-28
tion of V across velocity channels.29

B.1.2. Error propagation in HOG30

An alternative to the selection of gradients based on the inten-31
sity signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is the use of Monte Carlo sam-32
pling to propagate the uncertainties in the observations into the33
HOG results. To do this, we generate draws I

mc
i j,l from a Gaussian34

probability distribution function described by the mean value Ii j,l35
and the variance (�I)i j,l, where Ii j,l are the observed intensities36
in the PPV cubes and (�I)i j,l is estimated from the low intensity37
S/N channels. As a zeroth-order approximation, we assume that38

Fig. A.7: Results of the HOG analysis of the THOR Hi and
GRS 13CO observations between 30 vLSR  60 km s�1 using
derivative kernels with 4600 (top), 6000 (middle top), 7500 (middle
bottom), and 10500 (bottom) FWMH. Left. Projected Rayleigh
statistic, V . Right. Mean resultant vector length, r. The contours
correspond to the 3&V , 4&V , and 5&V values in the corresponding
velocity ranges.

(�I)i j,l =�I , that is, that the noise is constant in each velocity- 39
channel map and across the velocity channels. The impact of the 40
non-uniform noise distribution is further explored in Sec. B.2. 41

We report in Fig. B.3 the signal-to-noise ratios, V/�V , 42
obtained from a Monte Carlo sampling in the veloc- 43
ity ranges �5, vLSR 30, 30 vLSR 60, 60 vLSR 90, and 44
90 vLSR 120 km s�1. These were obtained using 100 realiza- 45
tions of each I

mc
i j,l value in the Hi and 13CO PPV cubes. It is clear 46
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Fig. B.1: Intensity and relative orientation angle maps from the
THOR Hi and GRS 13CO observations presented in Fig, 7.
Left. Hi (teal) and 13CO emission (red) in the velocity chan-
nels with the largest spatial correlation in the velocity range
30 vLSR  60 km s�1, as inferred from the V values shown in
Fig. 9. Right. Relative orientation angle �, Eq. (1), between the
gradients of the Hi and 13CO intensity maps in the indicated ve-
locity channels. The white portions of the � map correspond to
areas where the gradient is not significant in either tracer, as es-
timated using the rejection criteria I � �I (top) and I � 7�I

(bottom). The black circles in the right panels correspond to
the positions and e↵ective sizes of the MC candidates from the
Rathborne et al. (2009) catalog in the aforementioned velocity
range.

from the distribution of V/�V that the confidence intervals are1
very similar to those obtained using the population variance &V2
introduced in Eq (5). This result reassures our assumption that3
velocity-channel maps in a broad range of velocities provide a4
good set of independent samples to determine the statistical sig-5
nificance of the observed V values.6

In contrast to the intensity S/N selection, the Monte Carlo7
sampling does not reduce the number of samples from which to8
derive the projected Rayleigh statistic and fully propagates the9
measurement errors in the values of V . Additionally, it does not10

Fig. B.2: Projected Rayleigh statistic, V , the statistical test of
spatial correlation between Hi and 13CO velocity-channel maps
in the HOG method. The panels correspond to the rejection cri-
teria I � �I , I � 3�I , I � 5�I , and I � 7�I . The contours
correspond to 3, 4, and 5&V , where &V is the population variance
defined in Eq. (5).

depend on the velocity range selected for the estimation of &V . 11
However, it is computationally costly as it requires the HOG cal- 12
culations of multiple realizations of each pair of velocity chan- 13
nels maps; the estimation of the values presented in Fig. B.3 re- 14
quires a considerably larger amount of time and computational 15
resources than those reported in Fig. 9. For the sake of simplicity 16
and given the proximity in the results of both methods, we have 17
chosen to report the statistical significance of the HOG results in 18
terms of &V in the main body of this paper. 19

B.2. Impact of non-uniform noise in the HOG results 20

In radio interferometry, the imaging of a source requires the 21
measurement of the two-dimensional spatial frequency spec- 22
trum. This spectrum is not fully sampled, as there are gaps be- 23
tween the antennas. Hence, the Fourier transformation of the 24
spatial frequency spectrum coverage, which is the spatial res- 25
olution element of the array, is not a simple two-dimensional 26
Gaussian function but a rather complicated structure commonly 27
called the “dirty beam”. During the imaging process, the “dirty 28
beam” produces artifacts in the intensity distribution around a 29
strong source that are commonly called side lobes. There are sev- 30
eral di↵erent methods to remove the side lobes, the most com- 31
mon of them is the clean algorithm. One of the products of the 32
clean algorithm is the residual image, which can be used as a 33
good estimate for the level and spatial distribution of the noise in 34
the observation (Bihr et al. 2016). Note that there is an additional 35
contribution to the noise from the single-dish data used for the 36
construction of the THOR Hi products, but that contribution is 37
expected to be uniform across the observed region. 38

Although in principle uncorrelated, the spatial distribution of 39
the THOR Hi noise can have some fortuitous correlation with the 40
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Fig. B.3: Signal-to-noise ratio, V/�V , of the projected Rayleigh
statistic in four di↵erent velocity ranges. The contours corre-
spond to V/�V � 3 and V/�V � 5, where �V is estimated using
the Monte Carlo realizations of the data introduced in Sec. B.1.

distribution of GRS 13CO. In order to test if such a correlation1
has a critical impact in the distribution of V across velocity chan-2
nels, we calculated the HOG correlation between the GRS 13CO3
observations and the Hi noise cube constructed with the residual4
images of each velocity channel map. The results of this test, pre-5
sented in Fig. B.4, indicate that there is some chance correlation6
between both data sets, although the spatial window used to de-7
termine the noise maps from the clean process introduces spa-8
tial correlations (see Bihr et al. (2016) for details) that increase9
the values of V and they cannot be directly compared with those10
in Fig. B.2. However, the distribution of V values across velocity11
channels is very di↵erent from the distribution of high V values12
reported in Fig. B.2, which is su�cient to demonstrate that the13
spatial distribution of the noise has no significant impact in the14
results presented in the body of this paper.15

Fig. B.4: Projected Rayleigh statistic, V , resulting from the HOG
analysis of the Hi noise cube and the 13CO PPV cube in the in-
dicated velocity range.

B.3. Impact of chance correlation in the HOG results 16

Given that reproducing the statistical properties of each studied 17
PPV cube is almost impossible, we test for chance correlation 18
by using the same PPV cubes but flipping its spatial coordinates. 19
Explicitly, we repeat the analysis using three test configurations: 20

– Keeping the original Hi PPV cube but flipping the 13CO PPV 21
cube in the vertical (galactic latitude) direction. 22

– Keeping the original Hi PPV cube but flipping the 13CO PPV 23
cube in the horizontal (galactic longitude) direction. 24

– Keeping the original Hi PPV cube but flipping the 13CO PPV 25
cube in both the vertical and horizontal directions. 26

The results of these “flipping” tests, presented in Fig. B.5, 27
show that the high-V regions around vHI ⇡ v13CO are not present 28
when the spatial distribution of the 13CO emission is not the 29
observed one. This indicates that the high V values around 30
vHI ⇡ v13CO are not the product of the concentration of the emis- 31
sion in particular velocity channels, but rather a significant corre- 32
lation between the contours of both tracers in the corresponding 33
velocity ranges. 34

In addition to the “flipping” tests we compute HOG for the 35
Hi PPV cube centered on l= 34.�55, which is the subject of the 36
analysis presented in this paper, with 13CO PPV cubes with the 37
same size but centered on l= 32.�05, 33.�3, 35.�8, and 37.�05. The 38
results of these tests, presented in Fig. B.6, indicate that the high- 39
V regions around vHI ⇡ v13CO are not present when comparing 40
these PPV cubes. These reinforces the conclusion that the high 41
V values around vHI ⇡ v13CO are not the product of the concen- 42
tration of the emission in particular velocity channels. The maxi- 43
mum values from these “o↵set” tests are significantly lower than 44
those obtained in the original HOG analysis. Furthermore, the 45
distribution of the V values in either the “flipping” or the “o↵- 46
set” tests is not related with those found in the original HOG 47
analysis. 48

Appendix C: HOG in synthetic observations of MHD 49

sims 50

C.1. Further analysis of the cloud collision simulations 51

We complement the analysis presented in Sec. 3 by considering 52
the correlation between 13CO synthetic observations and the Hi 53
emission, this time without the 100 K Hi background emission. 54
The results of the calculation of the oriented gradients in a pair 55
of velocity-channel maps with high V values are presented in 56
Fig. C.1. The spatial distribution of gradients with relative ori- 57
entation angles �⇡ 0� indicates that the correlation between the 58
Hi and 13CO emission is not exclusively found in regions with 59
Hi self-absorption. 60

The HOGs, presented in Fig. C.2, also confirm that there is a 61
significant population of parallel gradients, �⇡ 0� in some chan- 62
nels, despite the fact that these synthetic observations do not in- 63
clude the Hi self-absorption features produced with the 100 K 64
Hi background emission. These results confirm that the Hi and 65
13CO spatial correlation is not exclusively related to the Hi self- 66
absorption, where it is mostly expected, but that also the general 67
distribution of the Hi is related to that of the molecular gas. This 68
does not contradict the conclusion that the Hi and 13CO correla- 69
tion is mostly associated to the CNM, but indicates that the Hi 70
structure is correlated with the molecular gas in emission and not 71
only in absorption. 72

There is, however, one significant di↵erence between the 73
spatial correlation of 13CO and Hi with and without the 100 K 74
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Fig. B.5: Projected Rayleigh statistic, V , the statistical test of
spatial correlation between Hi and 13CO velocity-channel maps
in the HOG method, as defined in Eq. (3), after flipping the
velocity channels maps in the following directions. Top left.
Original THOR Hi and GRS 13CO tiles. Top right. Original
THOR Hi tile and GRS 13CO flipped in the vertical (galac-
tic latitude) direction (Bottom left). Original THOR Hi tile and
GRS 13CO flipped in the horizontal (galactic longitude) direc-
tion. Bottom right. Original THOR Hi tile and GRS 13CO flipped
in both the vertical and horizontal directions. The contours cor-
respond to the 3&V , 4&V , and 5&V values in the indicated velocity
range. The large di↵erences between the top-left and the other
panels indicates that the e↵ect of chance correlation in the re-
sults of the HOG method is small.

Hi background emission that is evident in the distribution of1
the V and r values across multiple velocities, as shown in2
Fig. C.3. While the V and r corresponding to the face-on3
synthetic observations seem unchanged and reveal high values4
centered exclusively around vHI ⇡ v13CO ⇡ 0 km s�1, the edge-on5
synthetic observations present correlation around two pairs of6
velocities: at vHI ⇡ v13CO ⇡ 0 km s�1 and around vHI ⇡ 2 km s�17
and v13CO ⇡ 0 km s�1. Most likely, this correlation is a conse-8
quence of the Hi edge of the shocked interface appearing in9
multiple velocity channels and being correlated with the 13CO10
clouds at v13CO ⇡ 0 km s�1, an observation that is also consistent11
with the less-significant vertical stripe in the V values seen in12
Fig. C.3. Unlike the background-emission examples discussed in13
Sec. 6.1.2, the edge-on synthetic observations constitute a very14
rare scenario where the common boundary is maintained by the15
motions of the colliding clouds and highlighted by the particular16
line of sight orientation. It is implausible that this singular con-17
figuration provides an explanation for the spatial correlations at18
vHI , v13CO reported in Fig. 15.19

C.2. Analysis of FRIGG simulations20

In addition to the numerical simulations presented in Sec. 321
and Sec. C.1, we applied the HOG method to a set22

Fig. B.6: Same as Fig. B.5 for comparisons between the
�l= 1.�25 THOR Hi observations centered on l= 34.�55 and the
�l= 1.�25 GRS 13CO tiles centered on l= 32.�05 (top left), 33.�3
(top right), 35.�8 (bottom left), and 37.�05 (bottom right). The
large di↵erences between the top-left in Fig. B.5 and these pan-
els indicates that the e↵ect of chance correlation in the results of
the HOG method is small.

of synthetic observations from the stratified, 1-kpc scale, 23
magneto-hydrodynamical simulations part of the FRIGG project 24
(Hennebelle 2018). The ISM in these simulations is regulated 25
by supernovae and include self-gravity, magnetic fields, cooling 26
and heating processes, and a gravity profile that accounts for the 27
distribution of stars and dark matter. The FRIGG simulations 28
were designed to cover spatial scales between the intermediate 29
galactic scales and the self-gravitating prestellar cores, ranging 30
between the 1-kpc side simulation domain down to a maximum 31
resolution of 3.8⇥ 10�3 pc. Further details on the initial condi- 32
tions, zoom-in resolution strategies, and included physics are 33
presented in Hennebelle (2018). 34

We extracted segments of the simulation around a set of den- 35
sity structures identified using a friend-of-friends (FoF) algo- 36
rithm with a threshold density n0 = 103 cm�3 in a snapshot of 37
the simulation taken at t= 9.11 Myr.x The size of the extracted 38
volumes was set to be twice the e↵ective diameter of the identi- 39
fied structures. Explicitly, the extraction yields to regular density, 40
temperature, velocity, and magnetic field cubes with a common 41
grid resolution, which we choose to be 0.12 pc. For the sake of 42
simplicity, we focused in a structure with an e↵ective radius of 43
10 pc, which was the fourth largest linked density structure iden- 44
tified by the FoF algorithm. Using the estimated proper motion 45
of this structure, we traced back its evolution and extracted its 46
properties in snapshots taken at t= 9.06, 9.01, 8.96 and 8.92 Myr. 47

C.2.1. Synthetic Hi observations 48

We produce synthetic Hi observations by applying the procedure
described in Miville-Deschênes & Martin (2007), which is itself
based on the general radiative transfer equations presented in
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Fig. C.1: Intensity, intensity gradients, and relative orientation angle maps from the synthetic observations of the Clark et al. (2018)
simulations. In contrast with the simulations presented in Sec. 3, the synthetic observation do not include the 100-K Hi background
emission. Left. Hi (teal) and 13CO emission (red) in the velocity channels with the largest spatial correlation, as inferred from the
V values shown in Fig. 6. Middle left. Norm of the gradient of the Hi intensity map in the indicated velocity channel. Middle

right. Norm of the gradient of the 13CO intensity map in the indicated velocity channel. Right. Relative orientation angle �, Eq. (1),
between the gradients of the Hi and 13CO intensity maps in the indicated velocity channels. The white color in the �map corresponds
to areas with no significant gradient in either tracer. The square indicates the block, selected from a 7⇥ 7 spatial grid, with the largest
values of V . The top and bottom panels correspond to the face-on and edge-on synthetic observations, respectively.

Spitzer (1978) in the optically-thin regime. Given a density cube
ni jk; where the indexes i, j, and k run over the spatial coordinates
x, y, and z, respectively; the brightness temperature map in the
xy-plane at velocity ul for a distant cloud with respect to its size
is

[TB]i j,l =
1

C

p
2⇡

X

k

ni jk

�
⇥ exp

 
� (ul � [vz]i jk)2

2�2

!
�z, (C.1)

where [vz]i jk is the velocity along the line of sight, which we as-1
sumed to be the z axis. The term �2 ⌘ kBTi jk/m represents the2
thermal broadening of the 21-cm line; Ti jk is the temperature3
cube, m is the hydrogen atom mass, and kB is the Boltzmann con-4
stant. Finally, the constant C = 1.813⇥1018 cm�2 (Spitzer 1978).5

Besides the assumption that the emission is optically thin,6
this treatment assumes that the excitation temperature (spin tem-7
perature) of the 21-cm line is the same as the kinetic temperature8
of the gas. The latter assumption is not representative of the gen-9
eral conditions in the ISM (see for example Kim et al. 2014, and10
the references therein), but it is su�cient for the our current ex-11
ploration of the simulations. We present some selected spectra12
in the left-hand-side panel of Fig. C.4 and integrated emission13
maps in the left column of Fig. C.5.14

C.2.2. Synthetic 13CO observations 15

We produced synthetic 13CO(J = 1! 0) emission observations 16
using an approach similar to the one described for Hi, chang- 17
ing the corresponding coe�cients and masses. To account for 18
the 13CO distribution in the simulated volume, we consid- 19
ered a critical density nc = 500 cm�3 and a critical temperature 20
Tc = 100 K. That is, we considered that only gas at n> nc and 21
T <Tc produces 13CO emission. This strategy is evidently an 22
over-simplification of the model and does not replace the proper 23
treatment of a chemical network in the simulation, as in the Clark 24
et al. (2018) simulations. However, this simple experiment can 25
shed light on the spatial correlation between the dense and the 26
di↵use gas across a range of velocities without intending to fully 27
reproduce the complexity of the observations. We present some 28
selected spectra in the right-hand-side panel of Fig. C.4 and in- 29
tegrated emission maps in the center column of Fig. C.5. 30

C.2.3. HOG analysis 31

The results of the HOG analysis of the synthetic observations of 32
the selected portion of the FRIGG simulations in di↵erent time 33
steps is presented on the right-hand-side column of Fig. C.5. It 34
is clear from the distribution of values of the projected Rayleigh 35
statistic, V , that the velocity channels with the highest correla- 36
tion are not concentrated around vHI ⇡v13CO, but there is a sig- 37
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Fig. C.2: Left. Histograms of oriented gradients (HOGs) corre-
sponding to the pair of velocity-channel maps with the largest
spatial correlation, as inferred from the V values shown in
Fig. C.3, and three pairs of arbitrarily selected velocity chan-
nels in the synthetic observations of the Clark et al. (2018) sim-
ulations without the 100-K Hi background emission considered
in Sec. 3. Right. For the pair of velocity-channel maps with
the largest spatial correlation, HOGs corresponding to the entire
map and just the block with the largest V indicated in Fig. C.1.
The top and bottom panels correspond to the face-on and edge-
on synthetic observations, respectively.

nificant level of correlation between velocity channel maps sep-1
arated by approximately 1 km s�1. This is evident in Fig. C.6,2
where we present the comparison between the velocity chan-3
nels centered on vHI ⇡ 2.0 and v13CO ⇡ 2.8 km s�1, which show4
the largest V values. Given the assumptions that we made to pro-5
duce the synthetic Hi and 13CO synthetic observations, it is ap-6
parent that the spatial correlations in the HOG analysis of obser-7
vations can be reproduced with the physical conditions included8
in the FRIGG simulations. However, the particular origin of the9
spatial correlation in Hi and 13CO velocity channels separated10
by a few kilometers per second is yet to be determined.11

Fig. C.3: Results of the HOG analysis of the Hi (without 100-K
Hi background emission) and 13CO synthetic observations of the
Clark et al. (2018) simulations. Left. Projected Rayleigh statis-
tic, V(v13CO, vHI), the HOG statistical test of spatial correlation
between Hi and 13CO velocity-channel maps, defined in Eq. (3).
The contours indicate the 3&V , 4&V , and 5&V levels in the cor-
responding velocity range. Right. Mean resultant vector length,
r(v13CO, vHI), within the 3&V confidence interval, a HOG metric
that is roughly equivalent to the percentage of gradient pairs that
imply the spatial correlation between the velocity-channel maps,
defined in Eq. (2). The top and bottom panels correspond to the
face-on and edge-on synthetic observations, respectively.

Fig. C.4: Spectra from the synthetic observations of Hi and 13CO
emission from a segment of the FRIGG simulations in a snapshot
taken at t= 9.11 Myr, also shown in the top panels of Fig. C.5.
The black lines correspond to the average spectra over the whole
map. The solid, dashed, and segmented colored lines corre-
spond to the spectra toward the positions [x, y]= [0,0], [5,0], and
[0,5] pc, respectively.
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Fig. C.5: Integrated Hi (left), 13CO emission (center), and projected Rayleigh statistic (V , right) corresponding to the synthetic
observations of a segment of the MHD simulations presented in Hennebelle (2018). From top to bottom, the panels represent
snapshots taken at t= 9.11, 9.06, and 9.01 Myr, respectively.

Fig. C.6: Intensity, intensity gradients, and relative orientation angle maps from the synthetic observations of a segment of the
FRIGG simulation in the snapshot taken at t= 9.11 Myr. Left. Synthetic Hi (teal) and 13CO emission (red) in the velocity channels
with the largest HOG correlation, as inferred from the values shown in Fig. C.5. Middle left. Norm of the gradient of the Hi intensity
map in the indicated velocity channel. Middle right. Norm of the gradient of the 13CO intensity map in the indicated velocity
channel. Right. Relative orientation angle �, Eq. (1), between the gradients of the intensity maps shown in the left-hand-side panel.
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